J.B. Larson Associates
Interior Design Resources
Showroom Only
Hours 9-5 M-F
and by apt.
At Fred G. Anderson, we boast about our wide selection of wallcoverings. But service is our specialty. Our staff has worked with architects and interior designers throughout the U.S. for over 30 years. And they're eager to give you personalized service and individual attention. Visit our beautiful new showroom in Minneapolis.

Call on FGA — for more than just wallcoverings.
LOAD-BEARING MASONRY
WILL SHOULDER THE BURDEN

UNDER THE ENERGY CRUNCH

Today, good construction demands good energy-efficiency. Load-bearing masonry can meet that demand, as it has in the apartment buildings in Sartell, Minnesota illustrated above.

MASONRY FEATURES:
Mason contractor Dave Guggenberger has combined brick, block and pre-cast hollow core plank to make these eight 12-plexes very energy efficient. Each apartment costs only $112.00 to heat in 1976, even with last winter's record-breaking cold temperatures. The design of the buildings called for a total thermal break in the outside walls which, when combined with the energy-saving characteristics of masonry construction, adds up to real fuel conservation.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:
This load-bearing masonry construction method also resulted in impressive data in terms of time, dollars and appeal: total construction time, ground-breaking to occupancy, was 90 days; fire insurance premiums for all 96 units total only $2800 yearly; per-square-foot cost was a mere $18.10, including fireplaces, appliances and beamed ceilings. The structures will continue to be a true asset to the community with protection against fire and vandalism as they age.

SLIDE SHOW AVAILABLE FROM MMI SHOWING THE CONSTRUCTION FEATURES AND PROJECT COMPLETION. CONTACT US FOR DETAILS.
Montgomery Wards
Rosedale Shopping Center
Architect: Smiley Glotter Assoc.
Photographer: John Driemen

THERE IS ONLY ONE KALWALL
distributed and installed
for over 25 years by—

W.L. Hall Company
Builders' Specialties
14800 Martin Drive
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
(612) 937-8400
Philip Johnson at 75: The power and the paradox of architecture's foremost claimant to Grand Old Man status

A Septet of Inviting Interiors: All seven are designed to please the eye and work like a top.

Amtrak: Well-designed equipment is one more good reason for saving the nation's railroad passenger system.

Ezra Stoller: Words and photographs by a great architectural photographer whose career coincides exactly with the Modern Movement.
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Anyway you look at it, SuperSky looks better.

Inside or out, your building will look better with SuperSky.

You design the skylight and SuperSky engineers it and builds it to your specifications.

When skylights figure in your plans, see the people at Snow-Larson. Because they know building materials, inside and out.

So for a closer look at SuperSky and a wide variety of other quality building materials, call Snow-Larson today.
Interior design

with objectivity

We offer total objectivity in interior design and space planning.

You have no vested interest in furnishings and no major interest in how they serve your needs. This means you have a greater range of choices, and you benefit economically from competitive bidding.

Look among this group of Twin Cities independent interior designers. They serve the commercial, institutional, business and health care areas. You're in the book.
Go Straight To Cronstroms When Your Designs Call For Curves

Lake Superior Maritime Museum, Architect: Architectural Resources, Inc., Hibbing, MN; Army Corps of Engineers

Even though energy efficiency is the watchword in public buildings today, that doesn’t mean you have to shackle yourself to time worn designs. Instead, consider the benefits of Cronstroms CTS thermal barrier system. Its energy-saving design eliminates metal-to-metal contact in curved or straight designs. And that means no frost or condensation, even at temperatures of -30°F. Of course, that’s something you’d expect from Cronstroms. Cronstroms was the first to develop this thermal break system 14 years ago.

You’d also expect to find unusual applications of the CTS system. You will.

At the Lake Superior Maritime Museum located on Minnesota’s waterfront in Duluth, a location buffeted by winter’s bone-chilling gale force winds, the architect specified Cronstroms CTS thermal barrier energy saving walls and windows for a new addition linking two sections. Notice the bent mullions of the upper section.

You’ll find another distinctive CTS design at First Federal Savings and Loan where curved mullions frame the glass entry doors.

Cronstroms Manufacturing, Inc.
4225 Hiawatha Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55406
(612) 722-6671

Over 50 Years
Here's your new carpet showroom — use it any time!

See more in-stock commercial carpets at LOWY than anywhere else in town. More sensational DuPont Antron® III nylon selections than anywhere in the Upper Midwest. More cut piles, ribbed, stripes, solids and level loops so much in demand today. No more waiting — chances are your selection is in-stock. More choice. More professional service and enlarged contract staff. More to depend on.

CALL Rob Hunegs, Perry Flasher, or Karen Olson.
Metro: 1-612-636-0900; Minn. WATS: 1-800-672-0934; Outstate WATS: 1-800-328-0800.

- Burlington House
- Callaway
- Americana
- Con-Dec
- Congoleum
- Hartco

LOWY ENTERPRISES, INC.

The BIG SHOWROOM... 1565 First Ave. N.W., New Brighton, MN 55112
The economics of mechanical system insulation come down to these points:

- Energy operating costs
- Energy conservation
- Insulation investment costs
- Insulation life cycle costs

Energy costs continue to rise. Insulation is the most universally accepted solution for energy conservation.

New technology and improved cost analysis make mechanical system insulation even more effective. As much as 30-40% more than earlier designs. That's important information for the construction industry. Particularly architects, engineers and builders here in the north.

Keep up with your need to know.

Call or write:

Heat, Frost and Thermal Insulation Education Fund
766 Transfer Road, St. Paul, Minnesota 55114 • 612/646-2121

"Human history becomes more and more a race between education and catastrophe."
H.G. Wells
When is your decor like a welcome coffee break?

When it is half Past Tense.

We believe a wall can do more than keep the ceiling from touching the floor. It can brighten your day, enlighten your mind, relax your body. It can even take you back in time. All you need is a print or full-wall size mural from Photographic Specialties and a little help from our Past Tense Collection - a superb selection of images full of charm, antiquity and wit.

We're PS Decor, the new photo decor division of Photographic Specialties. For more information about the Past Tense Collection and other exciting ways photography can change your decor just call us at (612) 332-1688.

Why waste your time staring at a blank wall?

We're PS Decor, the new photo decor division of Photographic Specialties. For more information about the Past Tense Collection and other exciting ways photography can change your decor just call us at (612) 332-1688.

Why waste your time staring at a blank wall?

Lumber Exchange Building - Edison Wing
Suite 760 • 10 South 5th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55401 • (612) 332-1688
They know that the contract business is tough. They know there are dozens of ways to get into trouble. They also know the ins and outs of bids and specifications, and how to avoid the pitfalls.

They know that Carson Pirie Scott & Co. has a contract stocking program unmatched in the industry. They know how to help you with any contract job you may have or anticipate doing.

They are Carson Pirie Scott & Co.'s six contract specialists. And now you know, too. If you'd like to know more, give us a call.
Andersen cuts across all markets.

Residential.
From traditional double-hung to contemporary casement, awning and slider, Andersen has a style to match your homes. Double-pane insulating glass matches the need for energy efficiency.

Commercial.
Schools, banks, hospitals, shopping centers, offices—Andersen ends window pains at them all. Durable rigid vinyl exteriors keep maintenance costs down. Building beauty up.

New Construction.
No windows serve you better. All-around flange makes installation easy. Precise milling cuts call-backs—no sticking or binding. Vinyl sheathing resists handling/ installation damage.

Remodeling.
With beautiful styles, hundreds of sizes, thousands of combinations (like angle bays), many glazings (including triple), white and earthy Terratone colors, it makes you wonder—is Andersen the perfect remodeling window?

Replacement.
Andersen's new Window Replacement System brings together everything you need: The windows, the installation aids and a one-of-a-kind "How to" handbook that makes your job fast and easy.

Contact us today. Whatever your market, we've got your Andersen® windows and gliding doors.

For more information on Andersen® windows and gliding doors complete this coupon and mail to:
Pacific Mutual Door Co.,
2655 Fairview Ave. No.,
Roseville, MN 55113

I would like a salesman to call.

700-0581

Pacific Mutual Door Co.
2655 Fairview Ave. No.,
Roseville, MN 55113
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"Sealant failure has cost me as much as $2000 for callbacks."

"GE silicone sealant reduce callbacks to just about zero"

GE Silpruf sealant provides strong, flexible, weathertight bonding that withstands extension/compression cycles of ±50%. And it offers superior resistance to extreme temperature swings, wind, rain, and ultraviolet attack ... with excellent adhesion to properly prepared surfaces.

EDWARD SALES
6530 Cambridge Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota
55426
(612-929/6794)
Authorized Distributor
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Silicone Construction Sealant
We admit it. Not even MnDOT 2361 can reduce the road noise when a gang like this moves in.

For more conventional traffic, however, MnDOT 2361 used either as bituminous overlay or as original surface, does hold down road noise. It also provides excellent skid resistance, plus adding to the strength and life of aging pavements.

The workability of MnDOT 2361 in thin overlays makes possible resurfacing with very little curb loss, and minor or no changes in catch basin cover height.

The types and quality of aggregates specified for MnDOT 2361 have played a key role in its success. J. L. Shiely Company produces and has readily available a full line of these quality aggregates, engineered to meet both standard and fine 2361 specifications.

With the above small exceptions, MnDOT 2361 does a great job of reducing road noise. Call us. We'll tell you more about it, and about its other benefits as well.
CONGRATULATIONS MSAIA ON YOUR SUCCESSFUL CONVENTIONS

GENERAL OFFICE PRODUCTS COMPANY
4521 HIGHWAY SEVEN MINNEAPOLIS MN 55416  612-925-7501
Hartco® Impregnated Solid Oak Parquet Flooring costs a little more than carpeting in the beginning. But long after your client has paid to have that carpeting replaced and replaced, Hartco is still beautiful. Which means it's less expensive in the long run—perhaps the least expensive floor you can specify.

Tough acrylic is forced deep into the pores of the oak to make an exceptionally hard surface that will endure, even in high-traffic commercial installations. And the stain goes all the way through the wood, so the color won't wear off.

Hartco is completely factory-finished so it's fast and easy to install. And easy to keep beautiful. All it takes is vacuuming, spraying with our exclusive Spray Shield and buffing.

And it's the only impregnated oak available with a foam back to add comfort underfoot, deaden sound, insulate and to act as a superior moisture barrier.

See Hartco Impregnated and other Hartco Solid Oak Parquet Floors at these distributors. Phone our Technical Service Manager at 615 569 8526, in Oneida. Or refer to Sweets No. 9.22/Tif for more information.
Especially with Landscape Structure's smooth, durable redwood so suitable to the outdoor environment, designed and applied in so many interesting ways for:

SITE FURNISHINGS
...that includes benches, planters, bench/planter combinations, litter receptacles, picnic tables with benches.

PLAYGROUND STRUCTURES & FITNESS COURSES
...modular to fit any size area, scientifically designed for maximum physical effect for children (Playground Structures)...and for teen and adults (Fitness Courses).

If you'd like more information, just call or return the coupon.

Yes, I would like information on the products indicated.
☐ Site Furnishings  ☐ Playground Structures  ☐ Fitness Courses

NAME

TITLE

STREET

CITY  STATE

ZIP  TELEPHONE

Earl F. Andersen & Assoc., Inc.
9864 James Circle  Bloomington, MN 55431
612/884-7300
TOLL FREE WATS LINE: 1-800-862-6026

KOHLER
DISTRIBUTORS ARE

Baker Mfg. Company
Minneapolis

Bartley Supply Co.
St. Cloud and Brainerd

Goodin Company
Minneapolis and St. Paul

Graybow-Daniels Company
Minneapolis

Heles Supply Company
Worthington

Marshall Northwest Pipe Fittings, Inc.
Marshall

North States Supply Corp.
Duluth

Wilson Supply Co.
Albert Lea and Mankato
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KOHLER DISTRIBUTORS ARE

Baker Mfg. Company
Minneapolis

Bartley Supply Co.
St. Cloud and Brainerd

Goodin Company
Minneapolis and St. Paul

Graybow-Daniels Company
Minneapolis

Heles Supply Company
Worthington

Marshall Northwest Pipe Fittings, Inc.
Marshall

North States Supply Corp.
Duluth

Wilson Supply Co.
Albert Lea and Mankato
At the edge of your imagination, time stands still for a luxurious interlude. Le Gran lavatory. One of the world's very largest countertop lavatories, 38 inches in length. Available in a variety of unforgettable colors. Shown here in Wild Rose, with Antique Onyx faucet. For more information about Kohler products, write: Kohler Company, Dept. AA Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.
Effective on and after July 1, 1980, retainage provisions of public contracts entered into by the State of Minnesota or any of its political subdivisions are amended as follows:

- An amount not to exceed 5% of the value of the contract may be retained. Such retainage may be reduced or eliminated if work progresses satisfactorily.
- Contractor may deposit certain securities with the public contracting agency, or in a bank or trust company, in lieu of cash retainage.
- Interest on the securities shall be paid to the contractor as it accrues.

THE PIPING INDUSTRY BELIEVES THE PROVISIONS OF THIS AMENDMENT TO PUBLIC LAW HAVE MERIT, AND CAN SERVE AS A MODEL FOR PRIVATE AS WELL AS PUBLIC CONTRACTS.

For more details on other provisions and exceptions, call or write us for a free copy of Chapter 464 Laws of Minnesota 1980.

Twin Cities Piping Industry Fund
2829 University Ave. S.E. Suite 304
Minneapolis, MN 55414
378-7600

Piping Industry Development Council
100 E. 14th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55403
870-4480

METRO ASSOCIATION OF PLUMBING • HEATING • COOLING CONTRACTORS

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PLUMBING • HEATING • COOLING CONTRACTORS

TWIN CITIES PIPING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

PHCC OF AMERICA

PIPING INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

OF MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL
SPANCRETE MIDWEST COMPANY... IS A LOT MORE THAN FLOOR SLABS.

We can provide a total precast concrete system for your Industrial building.

Dura Supreme Our new insulated loadbearing concrete "Corewall" panels and 40 by 50 foot bays of precast beams, columns and double tee roof units provide 80,000 square feet of unique industrial space. The mechanical and precast systems were integrated to solve many problems for this cabinet manufacturer.

Engineer: W.B. Webb
Contractor: Dura Supreme, Inc.

C.S. McCrossan Service Facility When a new office and maintenance facility was required, a total precast building system was selected. Exterior precast insulated wall panels combined with precast beams and columns support 4,500 square feet of second floor Spancrete slabs and 18,000 square feet of long span double tee roof units.

Contractor: C.S. McCrossan, Inc.

Maple Grove Public Works Building An award for design excellence in utilizing precast/prestressed concrete was presented by the Prestressed Concrete Institute to consulting engineers, Bonestroo, Rosene, Anderlick & Associates. The 25,000 square foot project features precast insulated exterior walls with an earth berm, precast beams and columns, Spancrete mezzanine floor slabs and 72 foot long roof tees which provide large column free work areas.

Engineer: Bonestroo, Rosene, Anderlick & Associates
Contractor: Acton Construction Company, Inc.

SPANCRETE MIDWEST CO.
Box AA • Osseo, Minnesota • 55369

Spancrete Midwest Company is a total capability, precast producer. We offer many durable benefits including fire resistance, flexible custom design, rapid all weather construction, minimal maintenance and economy. Because we make a lot more than just floor slabs, we can provide a single product or a total precast system tailored to meet your specific needs.

Get the concrete facts from our Sales Department.

Call: (612) 425-5555
Carlisle one-ply saves another built-up roof.

Saves tear-off time and costs as well.

Carlisle has come to the rescue of hundreds of built-up roofs over the past 20 years. And for a lot of good reasons. Our Sure-Seal® single ply system is installed right on top of your leaky old built-up roof, eliminating tear-off. So it saves you time and money right from the start.

What's more, it often takes only three applicators to install a Carlisle roof. And they can do it in almost any type of weather. Without any interruptions to the business going on below. No messy pots or toxic fumes, either.

And the result of all of this is the finest roof you could have. A Sure-Seal roof, made from the remarkable elastomeric membrane Carlisle pioneered. A proven performer that has stood up to years of punishment. A roof that requires virtually no maintenance.

That's why Carlisle is able to provide a watertight warranty for up to 10 years. And that's also why Carlisle has saved so many built-up roofs. Perhaps yours should be next. Call or write today for more information.

The roof that's got the future covered.

Carlisle Tire & Rubber

JACK FORCIEA ASSOCIATES

5500 Lincoln Drive #195
Edina, Minnesota 55436
612-935-9800
Leonard Parker Associates Designs YU Law School

The Leonard Parker Associates, Inc., Minneapolis is designing what will amount to a new home for the New York University Law School in lower Manhattan. Three existing buildings will be completely renovated and connected to a new structure which will serve as the school's entrance and center. Frances Bulbulian, one of the architects working on the project, described their task.

"Our job is to interconnect the three buildings with approximately 45,000 square feet of new construction so that they work well together and in conjunction with the new construction," he said. "Our second purpose is to give the school a new and fresh image and an entity in a very competitive market." Bulbulian explained that the existing buildings were contiguous but not connected. For example, to reach the library from a classroom, a student would have to leave one building and go outside to the next. There was no sense of campus. The scheme designed by Parker, Bulbulian and Merle Hansen provides both an indoor and outdoor place for students, faculty members and visitors to gather together—an amenity the school has never had before. The indoor space is a three-story atrium with a terra cotta floor and brick walls called "the law forum." A landscaped entrance courtyard serves as the outdoor space.

The primary administrative offices and classrooms for 900 day students and 400 night students will surround the law forum. A major corridor, lit by a skylight, will connect the buildings inside and allow students to get quickly from one place to another without going outside.

Working with the site was a major challenge, according to Bulbulian. If you imagine a city block divided into four quadrants, the existing buildings stand on the lower right and the site for the new structure on the upper left. Warehouses take up the rest except for a narrow lot in the center of the block. Somehow, the new and the old had to be blended.

The final design calls for an L-shaped building, with the top of the L filling in the narrow lot next to the existing law school. This portion serves as the new entrance to the NYU Law School. The exterior echoes its 19th century neighbors in a contemporary idiom and becomes the centerpiece of the block. By contrast, the building's other street facade, with its flat walls, curved corners, tiered levels and skylights of the current architectural style, represents the updated image of the law school. The new building will have a red brick facing and Bulbulian said the interior details will be similar to those used in the University of Minnesota Law School, also designed by The Leonard Parker Associates.

Construction will probably begin in November and end in the fall of 1983. "We have to stage the construction work so that it doesn't disrupt the school," Bulbulian said. "We'll complete the new building, then as the students move in, open up the old space for remodeling."

The total project includes 145,000 square feet and will cost about $11.4 million. It is a joint venture with Carson, Lundin and Thorson Architects, Inc., of New York.

North Dakota Student Wins in National Competition

An architecture student taking a year off from school to work in a Minneapolis firm was awarded $2,500 and an Honorable Mention in a national design competition sponsored by Helios Tension Products, Inc.

Joseph P. Larrivee, an employee of Green, Nelson, Weaver, & Winsor, Inc., Architects, of Minneapolis, was one of ten winners in a competition to design an amphitheater utilizing tensioned membrane roof structures. It was open to all U.S. licensed architects and their professional employees for the purpose of dramatizing the potential of tensioned membrane structures and to provide an incentive for architects to gain experience in the design of these structures. His sponsor from the firm was David Soucy, AIA.

Larrivee's submission was a theoretical design for an outdoor amphitheater in Loring Park, Minneapolis. The site, near the Minneapolis Technical Institute, was chosen for its natural amphitheater characteristics. Larrivee designed a three-season structure to seat 2,000 under a tensioned fabric roof, which could be dismantled in the winter months. Pietro Belluschi, FAIA, was the chairman of the jury which selected Larrivee's design.

Larrivee has since returned to Fargo, North Dakota, where he is a student at North Dakota State University. He will begin his fifth year of study toward his bachelor of architecture degree this fall.
Four Clients Cooperate to Build Downtown Highrise

A condominium, a hotel, a bank, and a city parking structure will comprise the largest mixed-use building to be constructed in the Twin Cities. Called Centre Village, the 25-story brick building will rise on the corner of 8th Street and 4th Avenue in downtown Minneapolis. The first phase of construction—the 1200-car parking ramp—began April 17th.

The architects, the Hodne/Stageberg Partners, Inc., have had the unique challenge of not only satisfying several programs within a single building, but satisfying several clients as well. The City of Minneapolis is building the parking structure; Marquette National Bank, the drive-in bank; Inn Management, the 214-room hotel; and Ted Glaserud is the developer of the fourteen floors of condominiums.

The city granted air rights to allow Centre Village’s development above the parking ramp, making it one of the first major air rights projects in the center of the city. As project architect Roger Kipp notes, “It represents a significant degree of cooperation between private and public interests to accomplish something of this scale.” The ramp will be linked by skyways to the Lutheran Brotherhood Building and to the Normandy Hotel.

Project director Ben Cunningham describes the design of Centre Village as a continuation of the skyscape rather than a foreground building.

“It is a piece of architecture, not an urban design project,” he said. “We tried to reduce the bulk of the building in the way the masses are put together. The brick skin unifies the whole thing but it is easy to see that something different is going on inside.”

The first phase of construction, which will cost about $10.5 million, should be finished a year from this summer. Phase two will then begin. Bor-Son Construction, Inc., is the builder and Ellerbe, Inc., is handling the first phase structural, mechanical and electrical work.
Pen & Ink Drawings • Watercolors • Limited Edition Prints
by Michael Garberick

Heron 17" x 29"

Source Studios 314 Clifton Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55403 (612)454-2919

Plastics

Dow Corning

Dow Corning* 790 Silicone Building Sealant— for perimeter glazing and sealing of expansion and control joints in metal, concrete and most other building materials. Very low modulus for extreme joint movement. Specially suited for re-caulking where other sealants have failed.

Dow Corning* 795 Silicone Building Sealant— specially designed for conventional or plastic glazing, expansion joints and perimeter sealing on new construction. Low modulus with primerless adhesion to most common substrates.

Plexiglas®

Plexiglas® sheets are available in many transparent, translucent and opaque colors in both smooth and Flair® Hammer finish surface patterns, as well as in clear colorless sheets. Virtually every Plexiglas® fabrication process is available to you from Allied Plastics.

Micarta Laminates

Micarta is a high pressure laminate for interior or use on vertical and horizontal surfaces. Micarta is applied where a decorative wear, heat and stain resistant surface is required. Micarta is the natural choice for imaginative applications ranging from kitchens, bathrooms, and bedrooms to yachts, churches, trains and racquetball courts.

Distributing Quality and Service Since 1948

We handle your plastic fabricating jobs quicker and better by providing:
- Design Assistance
- Structural Specifications
- Prototypes
- Glazing Specifications
- Fixture Designs

Allied Plastics

7200 Boone Avenue North
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55428
612/533-2771
In Minnesota dial 1-800-442-3150
HITEMP Wires, Inc. special power limited fire-protective signaling cable is UL listed and classified as to fire and smoke characteristics in accordance with section 760-4(d) of the National Electric Code.

HITEMP cables are insulated and jacketed with Dupont *TEFLON FEP fluorcarbon resin. Easier to install PLUS savings up to 40% to 50% over other cables in conduit are reported.

Applications include: floor warden, fire control stations, smoke detection, voice communication, supervisory and all associated systems.

Recent hotel fires in Las Vegas and New York City have brought new attention to the importance of fire alarms. HITEMP fire resistant control cables are designed for fire alarms and associated control circuits.

In stock inventory. Immediate delivery.

Three types of cable for use in air ducts and plenums without conduit
1 Station and communication cables UL classified—N.E.C. Section 800-3(d)
2 Remote control signaling power limited circuits UL listed and classified N.E.C. Section 725-2(b) Class 2.
3 Fire protective signaling cable UL listed and classified. N.E.C. Section 760-4(d) Class 3.

Call this HOTLINE for immediate service and delivery • (612) 881-6700

Literature available on request

K. L. Tannehill, Inc.
1210 West 96th St
Minneapolis, MN 55431
Why go to L.A. when L.A. comes here?

Fact is, architects from Los Angeles and all over come to Minneapolis for custom casework, refrigeration and accessories. And the place they come to is ours.

Stein Industries.
(You probably know us best as Carlson Store Fixtures, but that's only one Stein division. Only one of our award-winning ways of bringing ideas to life.) Why us? A quality of craftsmanship and attention to detail not found elsewhere.

Whether the job is medical, institutional, retail, financial or hotel/motel.

Get all that L.A. has to offer and more. Here, at Stein. Call us with your next job. In Minnesota at 612/375-1606. Out of state, call 800/328-8043 toll free. Or write Stein Industries, Inc., 26 North 5th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55403.
With a Wells Concrete Building What You Don’t Get...

- Rust & corrosion
- Leaks
- Condensation
- High heat bills
- Structural collapse risk from fire
- High maintenance cost

Is Just as Important As What You Do!

- Fire resistance
- Design flexibility
- Thermal storage capability
- Strength
- Durability
- Fast construction
- Choice of textures
- Structural alternatives
- One supplier for flat or double tee panels, columns & beams.

Work with the engineers at Wells Concrete. Consistently recognized as a Quality Control Leader!

Please note our new toll free listing.
1-800-722-2229 (Minnesota only)

Box 37, Wells, MN 56097
1-507-553-3138
Minnesota architectural firms are building an international reputation. Time and time again, their input has been solicited by corporations in other states and other countries to provide efficient solutions to unique facilities needs.

Keep us in mind.

minnesota architects

Minnesota Society American Institute of Architects,
314 Clifton Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55403  612-874-8771
Corporate Report's new Professional Services Directory will provide professionals with an opportunity to advertise their services to the people most likely to use them, business and industry executives in Minnesota.

Accountants
Attorneys
Engineers

These and others will find an advertising medium in the Professional Services Directory that is uniquely suited to their needs. The Directory offers a way to keep a company's name before its primary audience in a manner that reflects professional decorum and good taste. In many cases, a reproduction of the firm's business card will be not only convenient but appropriate. Others may wish to design a special message to fit the standard space. All advertisements will measure three and one-quarter inches by two inches.

For further information about the Professional Services Directory, contact:

Monica Kelley
Corporate Report
7101 York Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435
(612) 835-6855
## Professional Services Directory

The Professional Services Directory provides professionals with an opportunity to advertise their services to business and industry executives in Minnesota. Business cards may be displayed monthly for a period of six months at $160 per insertion or for 12 months at $140 per insertion. CORPORATE REPORT will furnish camera-ready artwork using your company's typeface and logo at no additional cost. Changes in copy or design are discouraged once artwork has been approved by the client. The publisher reserves the right to accept or reject any advertising at his discretion. For further information, contact Monica Kelley, Professional Services Directory, CORPORATE REPORT, 7101 York Avenue South, Edina, MN 55435. Telephone (612) 836-6855.

### Accountants

**Deloitte Haskins & Sells**

What kind of accounting firm doesn't stop at the bottom line?

Minneapolis office 339-9744
Bloomington office 835-7777
St. Paul office 291-8110

### CPA firm service is people service

**Alexander Grant & Company**

Certified Public Accountants

Fifty-seven offices nationwide including

Minneapolis 612/332-0524 St. Paul

### Attorneys

**Wright, Roe & Schmidt**

Attorneys at Law

2124 IDS Tower

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

Telephone 612 333-3343

New Brighton Office

888 West County Road D

New Brighton, Minnesota 55112

Telephone 612 633-7888

### Architects

**Ken Johnson Russell J. Saulon Architects**

10800 Co. Rd. 15 – Mpls., Mn. 55441 546-6196

### Management

**RS&A**

Financial/Administrative Consulting

Assisting companies in financing, planning, organizational design, accounting controls and information systems.

Rodney E. Staley & Associates, Inc.

7101 York Avenue South

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435

Telephone 612-831-6059

### Financial Advisors

**Touche Ross & Co.**

Auditing • Taxation • Management Consulting

Actuarial and Employee Benefits Consulting

900 Pillsbury Center

Minneapolis, MN 55402

(612) 333-2301

2000 American National Bank Building

St. Paul, MN 55101

(612) 222-2514

**Paul R. Kenworthy CFP**

**Harvey R. Peck CFA**

**Tyron K. Estlick CFA**

Tax and Investment Planning Consultants

1440 East 78th Street

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55423

(612) 886-3458
DVR&W’s professional help in office planning doesn’t cost, it pays.
Rising space and personnel costs. Falling office productivity. Problems in communication. All are the symptoms of growing, successful businesses.

At DVR&W we’ve developed a cost-saving approach to office planning that will make your business more productive in a climate of change and growth.

Space programming, space planning, interior design and an on-going program of facility management are scientifically applied to help you predict and control your office requirements for the future.

Send for Robert Propst’s book or call us for an appointment. It may be the most profitable corporate hour you spend this year.

CALL (612) 339-6400 or write DVR&W INCORPORATED 218 So. Tenth St., Mpls., MN 55403.
EXPERIENCE WILL TELL YOU!

Go by "the book"

Minnesota Tile Sketchbook

Each of our architecturally designed showrooms is unique to the industry.

Minnesota Tile Sketchbook showrooms are your complete tile "library" with vignettes, samples, technical data and working information for the architect and the interior designer. Service is our greatest strength. We can save you many precious hours — or even days — that are often wasted getting special samples or looking for the answers to tile planning problems. That's why experienced professionals rely on Minnesota Tile Sketchbook. Call for an experienced sales representative. 533-2461.

As photographed in our Burnsville Minnesota Tile Sketchbook Showroom

3 convenient Minnesota Tile Sketchbook showrooms to serve you.

BURNSVILLE Cobblestone Court 435-2544  EDINA Leisure Lane 925-2070  BROOKLYN CENTER Hwy 100 & France Avenue North 533-8631
An impertinent question:
What comes after "best?"

People who live in Minneapolis or St. Paul have grown so accustomed to being told what fine cities these are that hardly anyone seemed stirred recently on learning that the Twin Cities are certifiably "one of the nation’s highest quality urban environments." Such was the considered opinion of a team of expert observers who explored the immediate urban landscape under the acronymic banner "Q.U.E.S.T."—Quality Urban Environment Study Team—during the recent national convention of the American Institute of Architects.

It is something of a paradox that while the Q.U.E.S.T team’s members were essentially design-and urban planning-oriented, their conclusions emphasized the Twin Cities' social and cultural virtues. They seemed to be saying that what’s "best" about Minneapolis and St. Paul are the people: It is they who make a not necessarily spectacular physical environment function reasonably well.

So even where you have the best, presumably there is room for improvement. But where to improve? From this editor’s seat, may I respectfully finger several soft spots I believe need to be eliminated if the Twin Cities really mean to achieve greatness in the 21st Century:

- Marginal public transportation. Who, hereabouts, honestly thinks diesel-powered buses are anything better than a stopgap?
- Lip service to energy-conserving construction. One look at the new buildings now altering the Twin Cities skylines will tell you intuitively what many design and engineering professionals will tell you authoritatively, if perhaps privately: Much of what’s going up today still does not satisfy the imperatives of a truly energy-conserving society. Thus, good as the Twin Cities may be, they are making the same 50-year building mistakes as other cities not nearly as good.
- Uncongenial office towers. Granted that high-rise commercial structures are a fixture of the American urban landscape, shouldn’t any city that aspires to greatness require something more of its developers than just paying their tax bills? Isn’t it in the public interest that the increasingly high-density city core be made more humane and rewarding to the ordinary citizen-user? Instead of being made more exclusionary and expensive? For the privilege of building profit-yielding commercial towers, why shouldn’t developers be expected, just for openers, to provide such basic public conveniences as safe and attractive rest areas, toilets, drinking fountains, information-dispensing aids?
- Irrelevant open space. Let us start acknowledging that we often plan and build our parks, malls and recreation areas as if winter never comes to Minnesota. And why? Especially when the world’s four-season cities are waiting for the emergence of an exemplary leader?

Let us agree that Minneapolis and St Paul are fine cities. But let us also make them better.

William Houseman
Editor
It is noon at the Four Seasons, New York's midday mecca for the successful, the powerful, and the accomplished. We are not in the more famous Pool Room, which at lunchtime is for tourists and those who don't know any better. We are in the Grill Room, which is smaller, more austere, and has better sight lines. On any given day there might converge the likes of Calvin Klein, Liv Ullman, John Chancellor, Bill Blass, and even the scene-stealing Jacqueline Onassis.

Suddenly, there is a flurry of attention at the front desk as a tall, thin, bald-headed man wearing bold, black, owlish glasses and a navy blue chalkstripe suit strides into the room. He is Philip Johnson, co-architect of the Seagram Building and designer of this restaurant on its first floor. He moves briskly toward his usual corner banquette, nodding greetings, murmuring hellos. He is accompanied by his partner, John Burgee, who looks like an affable young Midwestern senator with definite Presidential potential.

At their table, every weekday, they are joined by members of the American architectural establishment: real-estate developers, other architects, critics, journalists, educators, financiers, curators, and clients. A diverse lot, those guests would agree on one thing: Their host is the undisputed dean of American architects. Seated in an imposing room that has been just acclaimed a classic of modern interior design, Philip Johnson is surrounded by an unspoken testament to his taste and his talent. It is the ultimate New York Power Lunch.

For the past 50 years Philip Johnson has played one of the most influential roles on America's cultural scene, and not just as an architect. Author, lecture museum curator, museum trustee, and art collector, he has helped to shape not only our built environment but also the way we look at things. At the age of 7 he reaches that milestone this coming July 8) Philip Johnson is more successful than ever before. But he has been by no means an unimpeded upward progress for Philip Cortelyou Johnson.

Born in Cleveland in 1906, the son of a rich successful lawyer and an art-loving mother, he first became interested in architecture as a child. He can still vividly recall the overwhelming emotion that swept over him when he visited Chartres Cathedral with his mother at the age of 13. But later, his Harvard education, far from setting him straight on the path of architecture, had the unsettling effect of offering him too many distractions for his nimble, mercurial mind. He majored in philosophy, and after seven years and one nervous breakdown, he finally graduated.
While he was in college, Philip Johnson discovered Germany, and the new architecture that was being designed and built there since the end of World War I. It was a truly revolutionary art, rooted in an urgent social purpose, and it appealed to Johnson both intellectually and aesthetically. This new architecture—what we still call "modern," and which Johnson and the architectural historian Henry-Russell Hitchcock subsequently dubbed "The International Style"—rejected the Romantic/Classical tradition that had prevailed in Western architectural design since the Renaissance. In the place of that tradition, the new generation of European architects proposed a non-historical, machine-like architecture, spurning the sentimental attachments that historical styles implied. It was a brave new world indeed.

In 1930, just out of Harvard, Philip Johnson came to New York, where he became the first head of the Department of Architecture at the brand-new Museum of Modern Art, and began his proselytizing efforts on behalf of the Modern Movement. He set himself up in a small but remarkable (and historically important) Manhattan apartment designed around the new and innovative metal furniture of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, the German architect who among the leaders of modernism was Johnson's particular idol. After Johnson had been at the Modern for two years, he and Hitchcock mounted the exhibition that became for modern architecture in this country what the epochal Armory Show of 1913 had been to modern art. It was called, simply, "Modern Architecture," and it introduced for the first time new developments in European architecture—in a very personal and highly edited selection—to a wide audience in this country. The show (along with its accompanying catalogue and Johnson's and Hitchcock's hugely influential book, The International Style) changed the course of American architecture. Within a generation, the modern style would become the "official" architectural mode of our business and cultural establishment.

Then, with the perversity that has always been one of his most dominant characteristics, Philip Johnson walked away from it all. In 1934, after four years at the Museum of Modern Art and the triumph of his exhibition there, he quit. He went off to Louisiana with a friend to work for Huey Long, the demagogue Democrat, and to found a "National Party." When the allure of that experiment in home-grown, All-American authoritarianism began to pall, Johnson developed a more dangerous and more damning interest in Hitler and the Nazis. He visited Germany frequently and wrote apologetical articles on Nazi architecture. When the Second World War began in 1939 he did not rush home to America, but went instead to Berlin, where he became the correspondent for Father Charles Coughlin's hate-mongering publication, Social Justice. Some American journalists in Berlin assumed Johnson was a spy.

"That is not a part of my life that... amuses me very much to talk about," Johnson told Calvin Tomkins for his profile in The New Yorker four years ago. But Philip Johnson's fascination with Fascism is hard to rationalize, as some people have tried, into an inescapable choice between either Communism or Fascism in those extreme Depression years. The real choice was actually between two forms of totalitarianism on one hand, and democracy on the other. That was the true moral test of those times, and Philip Johnson failed it. Johnson's experiences of the '30s and '40s cauterized part of his personality. Never again could he publicly face the agony that deeply held belief often imposes. Forever after, he has posed as an amoral artist, a man without convictions. "Whoever commissions buildings buys me," he flatly informed John W. Cook for the book Conversations with Architects. "I'm for sale. I'm a whore. I'm an artist." Philip Johnson was not the first, nor will he be the last, architect to express that alienated attitude. Mies allegedly voiced similar sentiments about working for the Nazis; if so, it would be not the least of Johnson's borrowings from his Master.

Money has always afforded Philip Johnson a significant measure of independence. A large block of Alcoa stock his father had given him made Johnson a very rich man at a very young age, and gave him the financial freedom to embark on a new career in 1940: at the age of 34, he entered the Harvard Graduate School of Design to study architecture. Philip Johnson was in an unusual and enviable position for a neophyte architect: if commissions did not come, he could be his own patron, build his own buildings, and even publicize them himself. His first building (and the first of eight structures he has designed for himself over the past four decades) was his house of 1942 on Ash Street in Cambridge, Mass., which served, quite impressively, as his Harvard thesis project. After he completed his studies in 1943 he was drafted, and his two-year hitch was made more difficult and humiliating because of the Army's knowledge of his political past.

After the war, Philip Johnson, the worst behind him, emerged as one of the most conspicuous talents of his architectural generation. In 1949 he built his first major work, the legendary Glass House, the project that launched him into international recognition. Set on Johnson's 32-acre estate in New Canaan, Connecticut, the Glass House confidently took the premises of the International Style to their ultimate conclusion. It is the simplest of transparent glass boxes, a see-through building, a non-building, really. It obviously owes an enormous debt to the architecture of Mies van der Rohe (though not strictly Miesian, it is more conventionally Miesian than Mies' own Farnsworth House of 1946-50 in Plano, Ill., which was designed before, but built after, the Glass House). In some ways the Glass House even surpasses the work of Johnson's Master. But it is nonetheless a characteristically Amer-
The 1950s saw Philip Johnson's reputation grow apace, and the general level of his architectural design during that decade was impressive. Hewing rather closely to a Miesian line, he produced works like his first Museum of Modern Art addition of 1950 and Asia House of 1959 (both in New York) that adeptly overcame the limitations of narrowly derivative design. Other of his works of that decade, like the Knesses Tifereth Synagogue of 1956 in Port Chester, N.Y., seem significant as a retroscope because of their historicizing tendencies. Knesses Tifereth, with its debt to the architecture of John Soane, is now often Figure I in studies of Post-Modern architecture.

Johnson's Miesian phase culminated in his association with Mies himself, from 1957 to 1959, on the design of the Seagram Building, generally acknowledged to be the greatest expression of the International Style skyscraper. As if Philip Johnson had nothing left to say in that design language after that triumphantly definitive collaboration, he almost immediately set off in a new, and ultimately disastrous, stylistic direction. In a way it was another of the perverse about-faces that have recurred time and again in the course of his career. Once he had mastered the forms of modernism, Johnson began producing buildings in a superficial, prissy, half-heartedly Neoclassical style that even he now self-deprecatingly disavows, calling it "my ballet-school period." It was an astonishing repudiation not only of his own architecture up to that point, but also of the philosophy he had been championing for the preceding 30 years.

The early 1960s were the years of the Great American Culture Boom, and cultural institutions beckoned to Johnson with commissions for museums, concert halls, galleries, and theatres. One can almost hear Tchaikovsky's Waltz of the Flowers tuning up in the background as we reach this episode in Johnson's career. Such buildings as his Amon Carter Museum of Western Art of 1961 in Fort Worth, his Sheldon Memorial Art Gallery of 1963 at the University of Nebraska in Lincoln, and his New York State Theatre in Lincoln Center in New York are particularly distressing not only because of their feeble aesthetics, but especially because buildings for cultural institutions generally have a much longer life-span than do strictly commercial structures. Thus in the oeuvre of Philip Johnson, it could very well be that the worst is what will last.

By the end of the 1960s Johnson was badly diminished both as a man and an artist. His Alcoa stock had finally been sold off, and for the first time in his life he had to live off his earnings. But the commissions were not nearly so plentiful as they once had been, and his firm was badly hit by the recession of the early '70s. The lavish weekend entertainments at the New Canaan compound—including fêtes champêtres around his artificial pond—were now a thing of the past. Over, too, were the art-buying binges that left Johnson with an important collection of Abstract Expressionist and Pop Art, bought with the estimable advice of his friend David Whitney, the curator and art consultant. Most worrying of all was Johnson's declining health, brought on by a heart condition. Life appeared to be closing in from all sides on this favored son of privilege.

But then, in one of those amazing late-life turnabouts that are the stuff of Cheever stories, Johnson pulled out of his decline, and was soon back on top, bigger than ever. How did he do it? His personal recovery was brought about by successful open-heart surgery in 1975, which restored him to health and left him with the gaunt yet animated visage of an ancient Roman portrait bust. His professional recovery was abetted by his new partnership with John Burgee and the success (commercial, popular, and critical) of their IDS Center in Minneapolis, completed in 1973 and widely hailed as one of the most successful skyscraper-and-downtown-shopping-mall complexes built in recent years. IDS is one of those rare urban set-pieces, like New York's Rockefeller Center, which works well on both a monumental and a human scale. IDS has provided a striking focus for the skyline of Minneapolis, and its indoor public plaza, the Crystal Court, actually functions as effectively as it was intended to (and as few outdoor plazas in this country do, since they invariably follow planning conventions that evolved in Mediterranean climates). But above all, IDS showed that Johnson had at last overcome the silliness of his "ballet-school" phase. Large-scale real-estate developers, most notably Gerald Hines of Houston, found the new work of the Johnson/Burgee team very much to their liking, and Johnson's second fortune was thereby made.

Pennzoil Place, completed in Houston in 1976, is no less impressive an addition to the Houston skyline than IDS is to the profile of Minneapolis. But Pennzoil works much less well as public architecture, which in fact it was not intended to be in the same sense as the IDS Center. These two Johnson buildings give a succinct summary of differing attitudes toward urban affairs in Minneapolis (civic-minded public responsibility) and in Houston (frontier-town laisser-faire
capitalism). Yet Pennzoil remains one of the most consistently fascinating skyscrapers to be built in America since the Seagram Building. The twin, slanted towers of Pennzoil create an intriguing Minimalist sculptural puzzle, an ever-changing cynosure as one travels around Houston.

Johnson’s almost miraculous comeback also had something to do with the public’s apparent need to have a Grand Old Man of Architecture. After the deaths of Frank Lloyd Wright, Le Corbusier, Mies and Walter Gropius—the four major claimants to that title for most of this century—it was thought that the age of the great masters was over. In some ways it was, but it did not deter people from trying to find a replacement. For a short while that role was held by the late Louis Kahn, the eccentric, borderline-mystic creator of brutally primitivist architectural forms. But he was above all an architect’s architect, and his difficult works could never be expected to appeal to popular taste. Johnson, however, has always had a sure instinct for amusement, and his buildings, even when dubious as design, often have embodied a sure sense of public entertainment.

Johnson was able to consolidate his recouped position by making his personality and persona the basic tools of his professional life. He has an uncanny ability for seeming to be all things to all people. Philip Johnson is simultaneously One of Them as well as One of Us, however either affiliation might be perceived. And he plays that dual role to the hilt, both privately and publicly. He is on one hand a cool, tough, self-assured businessman who can march into a presentation before a board of directors, and without flip cards, flow charts, or renderings stand with folded arms and penetrating gaze and declare “I am Philip Johnson. You can take me or leave me.” They usually take him.

He is on the other hand a card-carrying intellectual who cultivates the architectural avant garde with an avidity that belies both his age and his establishment connections. “I’d rather talk to younger people with ideas than my contemporaries,” Johnson admits. “One’s contemporaries are not interesting. One has either jealousy or contempt for them, and they’re both very ugly feelings.” More to the point is that Philip Johnson finds the work of the “kids” (as he calls them)—such architects as Michael Graves and Frank Gehry, among others—to be a rich source of inspiration for a talent that has always been essentially imitative. But in the end his double identity as Johnson the Tycoon and Philip the Philosopher does not ring true, for as his earlier trials ought to have taught him, you really can’t have it both ways.

Philip Johnson’s most recent architecture has been a very mixed bag. Easily the most hotly-disputed scheme since his “ballet-school” period has been Johnson/Burgee’s skyscraper for AT&T, now under construction at 55th Street and Madison Avenue in New York, and scheduled for completion in 1982. The building’s startlingly-shaped top, which some have likened to the split pediment of a Chippendale highboy, has become the lightning rod for a violent outburst of criticism. What was Johnson trying to do? “What I thought I was trying to do was easier to express than it is now,” admits Johnson. “I just got so tired of the flat tops of the World Trade Center,” he explains. “You couldn’t go on with that—there was nothing else to be said. So this seemed like a perfectly good solution.” It is, in fact, not very good at all, even more so for its bombastic base and mediocre middle than for its controversial culmination.

Philip Johnson these days is as capricious and unpredictable as ever, and he is now designing in an number of other more-or-less historicizing styles, from Neo-Gothic (the PPG Industries headquarters in Pittsburgh) to Victorian Romanesque Revival (The Cleveland Play House), from Reconstituted Castellated (the 33 Maiden Lane building in New York) to Modifie Art Deco (the 101 California Street building in San Francisco) to Synthetic Shingle Style (his own projected vacation house in Big Sur, California).

Johnson’s most publicized new building, the “Crystal Cathedral” for the Garden Grove Community Church in Southern California, is more conventionally “modern” than most of his other recent work. Some critics have claimed that the star-shaped, steel-pipe-and-reflective-glass sanctuary lacks both spiritual mystery and intellectual subtlety. They are right. In fact, the new building has as its true antecedent not a cathedral at all, but rather the famous Crystal Palace, built in London in 1851, the great architectural emblem of mid-19th century materialist optimism—a curious pertinent paradigm for this pragmatic religious group. The absence of traditional religious symbolism in the Crystal Cathedral makes Johnson’s design unwittingly fitting for its congregation, whose Sunday services are broadcast on nationwide television as “The Hour of Power.” If one applies the conventional standards of religious architecture to the Crystal Cathedral, Johnson says, “then you might as well say that Evangelicals should really be Roman Catholics.” Once again, Johnson has proven himself equal to the aspirations of his clients.

Now that the good times have returned for Philip Johnson, he is able once again to indulge in two of his favorite personal pursuits: collecting art and building architecture for himself. The painting and sculpture galleries of his New Canaan estate are now once again filled with new acquisitions, among them large and exuberant works by Frank Stella, James Rosenquist, Robert Rauschenberg, and the late Philip Guston. Not far from those hillside storehouses is Johnson’s latest addition to the most famous collection of architecture hors d’oeuvres in America. It is the study, the six-sided structure on the site (which also includes the Glass House, the guest house, the galleries, and a manicured pond-side pavilion). The study is a tiny, conical-dome
Concrete reading room to which Johnson can retire to be alone with his books and his ideas. Like much of Johnson's other recent work, the study is reminiscent of many other things. It recalls the trulli of southern Italy, those haunting, hive-shaped structures that hark back to prehistoric times. But the study also brings to mind the densely geometric works of the French Revolutionary architect Etienne-Louis Boulée, especially reinterpreted in recent designs by Michael Graves. Much different in its source of historical recall, but no less nostalgic, is Johnson's little vacation retreat he built in Big Sur. Though Johnson intended it as an earnest homage to the turn-of-the-century Bay Area architect Ernest Coxhead, the Big Sur scheme also summons up memories of a wicked-witch's cottage in a childhood fairy tale, quaintly picturesque but also somewhat spooky. In its combination of innocence and eeriness, it seems a particularly piquant and aptly vocative culmination of Johnson's remarkable sequence of structures for himself.

But just how important an architect is Philip Johnson? Never mind that little of his recent work is likely to be of really lasting value. He is nonetheless a figure who is hard to dismiss. Johnson has produced enough good architecture in his lifetime—the Glass House, the Museum of Modern Art extensions and garden, the Four Seasons, the IDS Center, and Pennzoil Place, to name some of his most successful works—to offset the much larger volume of questionable or downright bad design he has done. His contradictory nature and consistent output will keep critics guessing long after Philip Johnson has departed from the scene. And that's just the way he would like it.

Philip Johnson relishes the role he has made for himself, and that is perhaps his most skillful creation of all. He is the Godfather of American Architecture, dispensing commissions too small for him to bother with to a grateful and loyal network of younger architects. They come to his table to pay their respects, and he loves it. For despite his facade of brittle humor and shrugging, posed indifference, Philip Johnson, no less so than Don Vito Corleone, aspires to be un uomo di rispetto—"a man of respect." In a life made easier by money, respect was the one thing that money alone could not buy for Philip Johnson.

Despite Johnson's seeming detachment about matters of morality both public and private, part of him has always remained true to his Midwestern Puritan upbringing. Thus he has spent his life since his personal nadir of World War II trying to make amends, if not always consciously, for what he recently called, in a rare moment of candor, "the horrible mistakes." We are all much richer for Philip Johnson's penance. An immensely generous man (though predictably he shrinks from the role of do-gooder), he has given freely of his goods and his good will. There is a long list of cultural institutions, publications, artists, and architects who are permanently in his debt, and, through them, so are we. What, then, will be the final judgement on the life and work of Philip Johnson? It might well be expressed in this paraphrase of Oscar Wilde's telling epigram about himself: "He put his talent into his art, and his genius into his life."

Martin Filler, the architecture and design critic, is editor of House & Garden magazine.
A Septet
Of Inviting
Interiors

What do three restaurants, a showroom, condo, hotel guest room, and Victorian mansion have in common? They all manage to please the eye and work like a top.

Interior spaces have always placed an extraordinary demand on architects and interior designers. By their very nature, they are born of the architecture surrounding them. They pose serious questions: Do the interiors carry the theme or style of the architecture itself into and throughout the enclosed space, fully integrating structural expression with interior function, as past masters like Frank Lloyd Wright or Mies van der Rohe advocated? Or do they separate themselves from the enclosing structure, creating a sense of detachment, an independent spatial relationship, with the building proper, as theatrically minded designers have been advocating lately? In some cases the design completely ignores exterior expression. More often, these designs generate the illusion of surroundings quite different than what they really are. An old warehouse is transformed into luxury apartments; an abandoned factory becomes a fancy restaurant; an elegant but faded mansion gains new life as a stylish office building.

With rehabilitation or remodeling accounting for a larger and larger share of the architects' and interior designers' business, it becomes increasingly important for designers to produce interesting and often fanciful interior spaces for their clients. Frequently they are called upon to create useful spaces out of non-functional ones.

The following interior design projects—with the possible exception of the project on page 48, which, though newly built, certainly looks like it is found space—have all taken existing spaces and remade them into something more than might be expected, given the physical circumstances.

—Bruce N. Wright
When J. B. Larson Associates, a contract interiors resource center, began looking for a location for their showrooms, they were concerned about having large enough spaces to display a variety of full-scale furnishings and office systems, and at the same time smaller work areas for the staff designers and resource people who would eventually work there. The staff space required a clear separation of activities, leaving room for drafting tables and easily reached support spaces for samples, catalogs, and other resource materials.

The architects for the project, Design Consortium, Inc., Mpls., took advantage of the 15-foot ceilings in the existing building by developing a mezzanine level to contain the smaller work, storage and conference spaces. (See isometric opposite page.) These overlook the larger display areas (main floor and basement), and have the additional advantage of providing natural surveillance from above. All three levels are connected by a spiral staircase (see also cover).
Three restaurants, one quite serious and the others for fun, all cater to the visual delight of dining.

Les Quatre Amis: A strictly four-star ambiance

As "the four friends" who own this fine French restaurant agreed when they opened it less than a year ago, the total dining experience is the thing. From the moment you enter Les Quatre Amis, you sense that every wall, table and seating arrangement has been carefully thought out to honor the act of eating.

The restaurant occupies a previously unused first-floor atrium in the grand old Lumber Exchange Building, which has been adaptively resuscitated in downtown Minneapolis. Spatially, the restaurant can be compared to a cubic box of existing walls and skylights (opposite) with an inner core of new construction consisting of low, raised platforms around the perimeter of the first level and a mezzanine level for additional dining.

The main space is largely for dining; all other support spaces (kitchen, busing stations, storerooms, restrooms and offices) are off to one side. The only other design elements on the first floor are a coatroom, host desk and stand-up bar where patrons can wait for late dining party members. A curved back wall on the bar, composed of glass block, and a sculptural staircase (right) provide the only visual relief from an otherwise purposeful dining space dictated by the structure.

By keeping the color palette muted—earth tones in the floor tiles and carpet, off-white on the outer walls, balcony and low partitions slightly whiter, linen tablecloths and napkins the whitest yet—the architects have managed to produce a quiet, understated elegance that enhances the dining experience itself.

The restaurant seats 168 in the main dining space and up to thirty in the second level private dining rooms.
In speaking about Les Quatre Amis, Tim Geisler, a principal in the firm Design Consortium, Inc., says, "Visually, the concept was to take everything that was new inside that cube of space and hold it away from the edges. It's as though we took the lid off the cube and dropped this restaurant into it." The structural system of free-standing columns and beams reflects this idea (above), and lighting beneath the perimeter edges of the mezzanine helps to show the clear separation of the new from the old (above opposite).
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Curiosity, probably more than anything else, draws the stranger into this stopper of a restaurant with a punchy pun for a name—just to see what’s happening inside. From outside, depending on which side you are looking at, it seems to be a glass fan, a clerestory square or a metal wedge.

Designed by Seattle architects Barnett Schorr Miller as a temporary structure to last only 10 years, or for the life of the lease the owners hold on the building site, it acts as a pavilion during the day and a lantern at night. The original concept was for the roof to fold down, like a convertible car top, and expose the restaurant to the open air.

Though later modified, the interiors, by Marcia Johnson Interior Design, still reflect a sense of economy by the use of standardized chrome and red metal seating, cafeteria style tables, industrial light fixtures, and black vinyl asbestos floor tiles.
Gretchen's, Of Course: the design connection is whimsical

Gretchen's, Of Course, located on a sloping street (left) in Seattle, has been likened to a bus depot men's room and a shiny new subway station. It is easy enough to see how this witty breakfast and lunch-only restaurant by Barnett Schorr Miller could elicit such reactions, what with its gleaming white tiles on the walls, black painted water pipes overhead, bare light bulbs caged in white metal baskets and cyclone fencing ready to be slid down from above over the entrance at night.

Interior designer Marcia Johnson has placed very plain oilcloth textured vinyl black topped tables in this 3,800 square foot converted basement space. Seating is on white enameled wire grid chairs that recall the chain-link fence motif used at points in the restaurant. These fence segments hold brightly colored checked cloth napkins on either side of the serving counter.
The owner of this condominium apartment in downtown Minneapolis found soon after moving in that it was not functioning properly for entertaining his guests. Further, entry into the unit had a distinctly "back door" character to it; passage to the living area was via a narrow hallway through the kitchen, past storage closets and a bathroom.

Team 70 Architects, Mpls., devised a simple, but elegant solution by removing the wall between the kitchen and dining area, replacing it with a stepped wall lit by recessed neon tubes of diminishing lengths. This one stroke accomplished two ends: it created a more attractive transition from entry to living area, and allowed for a full-size dining table (previously, dining took place in the kitchen). The entryway was enhanced visually by replacing an enclosed stairway with an open one.
Marquette Hotel: guest rooms to write home about

It is not often that guests at a hotel feel they are staying in a fine apartment; but that's just the atmosphere one experiences in the newly redecorated Marquette Hotel in Minneapolis. One reason is the spaciousness of the rooms. Designed as a part of the renowned IDS Center complex of buildings, the Marquette has rooms appreciably larger than the standard American luxury-class hotel rooms.

For another, a typical room's amenities are both numerous and intended to provide genuine, not ersatz, luxury: such as oversize bathrooms complete with steam bath, clothing storage of near walk-in dimensions, and exceptionally large windows providing impressive views of downtown.

A third and equally important reason is the design quality of the rooms as interiors: the fabrics, wall and floor coverings, and the choice of framed prints all reflect a markedly non-commercial restraint and sensitivity. Colors are essentially subdued; mainly peach and dark brown, royal blue and cream, with accents in black (dining, coffee, and bedside tables).

Design is by Dayton's Contract Interiors.
Having survived the wrecking ball, this grand mansion in Des Moines now thrives as a functioning office building and historic resource to the community. Known as Herndon Hall, it has been spared demolition over its 98 years' existence, first as a residence and later as a place of business. When Meredith Publishing Company acquired it in 1978 to house a new corporate division, the building bore many scars of misuse. In fact, it needed thorough mechanical and structural renovation. The exterior had not been maintained, and the entire facade had been painted, covering the brick and sandstone facing. In addition, the mansion's interiors had been divided higgledy-piggledy to satisfy various owners' notions of a solution to space needs.

John D. Bloodgood Architects, Des Moines, found that removing the paint from the exterior revealed rich tones of gold and rust color (top left). They repeated these colors in the siding, trim and interior ceiling frescos (above), approximating the original shades as closely as possible.

The first floor encompasses areas richly detailed and still in good condition. The parlor, dining room, grand staircase (right) and second floor ball are the preserved "historic district." A new entry was created to satisfy codes (below left), and the old dining room is now the president's office (below right). The large second floor bedrooms and the third floor ballroom have been adapted for the use of a contemporary office planning system.
A keen observer of Minnesota's quality of life suggests we'd have better communities if, instead of smothering controversy, natural antagonists were to have at each other in frank and open panel meetings

By Carol Bly
Photographs by Stuart Klipper

In Minnesota towns one sometimes has the feeling of moving among ghosts, because we don't meet and talk to our local opponents on any question. We know, for example, that somewhere in our town of 2,242, there live people who believe that the preservatives sodium nitrite, sodium nitrate, and BHA variously threaten future health, and also in town live the local staff of the Agricultural Extension Division, who have just published an essay saying the advantages of these preservatives outweigh the disadvantages. Yet these two sets of people don't meet each other on open panels, and scarcely at all even privately, thus providing another major American issue which small-town people are left out of.

The case is always made that to keep a town from flying apart you must discuss only matters in which there is little conflict. That means that whenever a woman physician enters a room in which a few people are urging, intriguingly enough, that the man should be head of the woman (St. Paul), the topic must automatically be changed to whether or not we are getting that hard winter they kept talking about last fall.

There is nothing much wrong with weather talk except that far from preventing people from feeling "threatened" it is in fact the living proof that you don't care about those people: you haven't any interest in their thoughts; you don't want to hear them out.

There is little lonelier than small-town life when small talk is the principal means of peace. Sherwood Anderson illustrated it long ago, but people who still read Anderson seem to do so in a mist of nostalgia rather than for any revelation we can put to use. Also, I'm not content with the usual explanations for small-town citizens being so uneasy around intense feelings. The question is: why are thousands and thousands of lively and feeling people who live in the countryside willing to give up, for their whole lives, the kind of friendship people enjoy who deliberately, curiously, and civilly draw out one another's views on serious subjects?

The reason generally offered, of course, is that airing last night's hassle at the church council will curtail this morning's sale of advertising space in the paper. This reason presupposes that serious exchange is

a hassle, and must be the result of gaucherie. I don't believe it. Another commonly offered explanation is that less-informed or less-intelligent people will feel unequal to frank self-expression in the presence of more-informed or more-intelligent people. That is abundantly untrue. I have heard extremely strong opinions plentifully and bravely offered by people including myself who could hardly have been less informed or less gifted about the subject.

We simply need experience in taking an interest in the other side and doing so with the proponents of the other side present. If we could get this habit going I think we could reduce one of the most dismal characteristics of small-town life—the loneliness. Of course human loneliness is general, but this particular source of it, exercised in hypocrisy, could be ended.

Therefore, I propose that small community groups develop panels for Enemy Evenings. Obviously some much better word has to be used, but I like the pure madness of this one: it reminds me of that fantastic creation of Nixon, Ehrlichman, and Haldeman—the enemies list. Enemy Evenings would definitely need two things: a firm master of ceremonies in whom general affection for human beings would be paramount, not a chill manner or a childish desire to get the fur flying; second, it would need very just panel representation. An example of unjust panel representation would be a four-person panel to discuss the defense budget made up of a leader of American Writers vs. the Vietnam War; a director of Episcopal Community Services, Minneapolis; Senator Mondale; and (the chump) an American Party spokesman. It would be helpful too, if controversial panels were conducted with humor, but that isn't essential.

In discussing this notion at a Cultural Affairs Committee meeting in my town, we observed with interest the 1974-75 policy of the Minnesota Humanities Commission, emphasizing the relation between private concerns and public policies. Also, the National Endowment for the Humanities (through the Upper Midwest Council) has supported a series of television dialogues this winter, covering controversial subjects. All that is interesting, but for the common viewer what is seen on television is irrevocably “something they had on television.” Seeing one's own neighbor speak out passionately (and having the chance to respond) is immediately engaging.

Here is a suggested rough list of seldom-discussed subjects with strongly opposed participants.

1. Additives in commercial food products and the relationship of 4-H instruction materials to the Wheat Institute. Suggested participants:
   Home Extension personnel
   Local members, the International Academy for Preventive Medicine
2. Fertilizing methods. Suggested participants:
   County agent
   Anhydrous ammonia dealers
   Bag fertilizer dealers
   Soil Conservation Service Experiment station personnel
   Members of the Soil Improvement Association
   Local subscribers to Department of Natural Resources publications and Organic Gardening, and readers of U.S. Agricultural yearbooks.
3. Fall plowing vs. spring plowing. Suggested participants:
   County agent (The official Ag. stand now is that fall plowing is detrimental, but by far the largest number of farmers still do it when they have time.)
   Farmers committed to both plowing practices
Water tower
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Suggested participants:
VFW or Legion Auxiliary officers
VFW or Legion Post officers
Local members, Women’s League for Peace and Freedom
Local members, Common Cause
National Guard unit officers

5. St. Paul’s stand on man as the head of woman.
Suggested participants:
Fundamentalist church representatives
Local Charismatic Christians—who tend to be nicely divided on this, providing an interesting confusion
Local members of Business and Professional Women’s Clubs
Local Officers of American Federation of Women’s Clubs
Grain elevator managers

6. The growth of shopping malls around small towns.
Suggested participants:
Local promoters of comprehensive plans
Main Street businessmen
Members of senior citizens’ clubs
High school Ecology Club members
The mayor or council members

7. The emphasis on technical training at the high school level.
Suggested participants:
Local painters, writers, and musicians
Vocational center director and staff
Visiting college humanities division members
Visiting Vo-Tech schools’ faculty members

8. Drainage ditches. Suggested participants:
County commissioners and engineers holding contracts for ditches
Soil Improvement Association members
DNR staff members on loan
SCS personnel on loan

9. Competition vs. cooperation, as taught in U.S. elementary schools.
Suggested participants:
Angry parents on both sides
School counselor
Fifth- or sixth-grade faculty members
Psychology faculty from neighboring community colleges

10. The lives of men and women in rural towns. Suggested participants:
President of the Jaycees
President of the Mrs. Jaycees
Larry Batson or Robert T. Smith or the Minneapolis Tribune or anyone half so lively
Very conservative pastors or priests
Personnel from West Central Mental Health Center

A painful fact of American life is that people from small towns are afraid of directness. Small-town kids, unlike suburban kids, can’t take much from the shoulder. Example: A suburban Minneapolis child with a first-rate music instructor goes off to her piano lesson. She is working up a small piece of Mozart, she hasn’t done her homework, and she smears the counting. The music instructor tells her it’s an irresponsible job, sloppy phrasing, whatever she tells her—in any case, it won’t do. The child returns home and works the piece up much more conscientiously next time, having learned that music is a disciplined pleasure.

A rural piano student cannot be spoken to so plainly. It is hard for her to be stirred into being responsible to the music at hand be-
int Louis County Courthouse
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cause the instant a teacher tries to correct her directly her soul sags into mere self-condemnation. Our style, in the countryside, is not to criticize children at all: we very seldom tell them the plane model was glued carelessly and the sleeve set in without enough easing. (The counterpart of this is that we seldom praise them much for anything either. “You played a real good game against Dawson”, “You did a real good job of that speech contest”—not “I knew you’d do well at the speech thing: I didn’t know that I would cry—in fact, I’m still moved by what you said!”) So the children develop neither stamina about criticism nor the imagination to picture to themselves gigantic praise if they excel. They live lightly handed into a middle world of little comment, and therefore little incitement to devotion. Should a music teacher try to explain Mozart’s involvement in the music—what he had in mind for this or that phrase—the student wouldn’t hear over the ground noise of dismay in her own feelings. “I’m being attacked! I’m being attacked!” is all her inexperienced soul can take in. Piranhas when you’re out swimming, mean music teachers when you’re taking piano—it’s all the same to her. On a psychological ladder, she is rungs below being able to move from self to Mozart.

What we need in rural life is more Serious Occasion. By the time a child is ten, he or she should have heard, at least a few hundreds of times, “I loved that dying cowboy routine. Do it again. Do be quiet, Uncle Malcolm. Noah’s going to do his dying cowboy routine.” And adults would have shut up, listened, and praised. That moment would have been a Serious Occasion. Then a child is caught lying. It is horrible to lie—the notice of it should be serious and major. Then lying—whether or not one did it—is the subject of a Serious Occasion. Then, after some hundreds of such occasions, one can take in a conversation about music—what does Mozart want out of this piece? Remember: we are not now talking about you or yourself. We are talking about someone other—a musician long dead—and he is making a demand on us, and we are going to meet that demand! We are not going to scream and flee, because discipline is not the same thing as piranhas in the river.

I think we will surge into twice as much life through Serious Occasion.

At the same time, Minnesota rural life gives comfort and sweetness. Our young people are always returning home on their college weekends. When they drop out of college they tend to wander back here instead of prowling the streets of San Francisco or St. Paul. Apparently they garner genuine comfort from the old familiarity, the low-intensity social life, and with it a pretty good guarantee of not being challenged. Their ease has been bought, however, at the expense of the others who live here year round. To preserve our low-key manners, they have had to bottle up social indignation, psychological curiosity, and intellectual doubt. Their banter and their observations about the weather are carapace developed over decades of inconsequential talk.

The problem isn’t like the major psychological phenomena in the United States—the increasing competitiveness and cheating in Ivy League and other top colleges, the multiplication of spies and counterspies in private corporations, the daily revelations of crookedness and irresponsibility on the part of major corporations, the ominous pursuance of the Law of the Sea conventions regardless of Cousteau’s warnings, the overriding of public opinion about strip mining in the West. These are the horrible things that depress everybody. Remembering them, I think we can skip toward solving small-town dilemmas rather cheerfully. I commend frank panel evenings with opponents taking part: let’s try that for a change of air, after years of chill and evasive tact.
ONE MORE REASON FOR SAVING AMTRAK

Have yourself an overnight ride on a two-story Amtrak and discover the high quality design and detailing no Washington budget slasher would dare to put down.

If you are one of those people who hasn’t ridden a train for ages, you really should. Especially if you are also one of those people who works at cultivating a appreciation for the more-or-less designed world which we spend our waking and sleeping hours. And so much the better if you like to test things: to cock switches and pull levers, flop toggles, click latches, listen to a motor’s hum and feel the sway of high-balling passenger train.

Amtrak is for testing.

In the two nights and one day it takes “The Empire Builder” to carry you from St. Paul toattle, for example, you will have plenty of time writing letters to President Reagan, your senators and Congressman telling them you have discovered still another compelling reason for saving the nation’s struggling passenger railroad system. That reason, as you may see, feel and hear for yourself, is good design.

The equipment on Amtrak’s crack overland runs not right off the drawing board; most of the design work was completed in the mid-seventies, the product of an in-house team (including a couple of architects) of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation. But until recently the new rolling stock hasn’t had much of a chance to prove its worth, what with labor strikes and one thing or another. Now it’s rolling.

Let’s suppose you have never seen the new Amtrak equipment. You walk through the gate, probably pushing your bags on one of the station’s supermarket carts, and there stands the porter in his or her (!) white coat beside the ubiquitous little footstool. Almost like olden times. But wait a minute. Where is the top of the train? It is out of sight, nowhere to be seen, because the old station platform canopy cuts off your view of it. This, you are thinking, must be the tallest train ever built.

Yes. Because this is a two-story train. It is your Colonial sub-division house on wheels. Or your condo duplex. Here, two stories make a lot of sense, because even though the time-honored steel wheel on the steel rail is still arguably the most efficient means of moving whatever needs to be moved, the
density factor turns out to be just as critical in railroading as in sub-dividing. Twice as many paying customers on a metal ribbon racing through the night approximately doubles Amtrak's economic raison d'être.

But a two-story train does more than justify itself economically. It invites architectural opportunities to transform what was once a largely immobilized load of uncomfortable passengers into a free-flowing community not only able but encouraged to experience the train as it would a shopping mall. From an economy bedroom on the upper story, you may wander at will—to the observation car, where you may either enjoy the passing scene from ringside swivel chairs or slip down half-circular stairs for a snack in the cafe or a song at the piano bar. You needn't overload your admittedly tight bedroom quarters with luggage; it goes in handy storage racks on the lower level, out of sight and out of the way.

The diner is reassuringly as of old: immaculate table cloths, bud vase and rose on each table, courteous waiters, and, also as of old, the perfect strangers across from you with whom you find yourself chatting easily by the time the entree arrives. But the diner is a far more agreeable and smooth-working place nowadays, simply because all of the cooking and clean-up occurs downstairs, where the space and kitchen equipment might be the envy of many chefs in restaurants with fancy reputations.

Throughout the new Amtrak trains, thoughtful design makes things, however trivial, work well. As you may glean from the plans and sketches on the next pages, the designers have clearly picked up where the admirable old Pullmans left off and provided a remarkable amount of workable space and amenity in necessarily limited but pleasant circumstances.

Not least of the advantages offered by a two-story train is remoteness for a majority of passengers...
Sleeping car attendant Eddie Teagham personifies the attention long associated by railroaders old-timers with traveling niceties—like serving hot coffee at bedroom doors from the crack of dawn.

In day mode, a first-class bedroom honors the Pullman tradition of using every inch of usable space. The storage closet, trash bin and window pull-up card table utilize wall space for conveniences that needn't encroach on room space itself. Each room has its own heating/air conditioning controls, as well as lighting that adjust for reading comfort.

In night mode, bed materializes from every which way. A ladder upper berth provides space for children, and safety belts attach ceiling keep them from tumbling out. Lighting also convenient for bedtime reading. Evidently, it's close to move a family of four at prices well below the airlines.

Food and beverage prices in this social milieu are remarkably reasonable; a cheeseburger sells for about...
the clickety-clack of the wheel on the rail. The reason, of course, is that a majority are billeted on the lower level. This is not to say, however, that the Amtrak Builder does not contribute to a quieter ride, regardless of where you are located. Engineering progress has not contributed equally to a smoother ride, however, over most of the track between Duluth, top and bottom.

for both coach and economy bedroom passengers, toilets are all clustered in a single unit, on the lower level. Nominally this may make going to the bathroom an inconvenience for the greatest number. In fact, the Amtrak builders have worked surprisingly well. Access from the lower level is not difficult, and, unlike the typical airline queue, Amtrak riders virtually never have to wait for an empty bathroom (to use, or change babies' diapers). The ritual of greeting and bidding goodbye to Amtrak passengers is an enlivening feature at towns along the system's routes. Here, headed east toward its Chicago destination, The Empire Builder is about to pull away from the Havre, Montana station.

Two sections of the Amtrak sleeping car—at the economy class area—illustrate both the compactness of the accommodations on the one hand, and the detailing of comfort-inducing little conveniences on the other.
Throughout a distinguished and still productive career that coincides precisely with the Modern Movement, he has been the photographer of architecture whom all architects would like to hire to photograph their best buildings.

Most fanciers of architecture pursue their enthusiasm vicariously, out of practical necessity. If one were to visit all of the buildings shown in the following fourteen pages, for example, the cost in both time and money would be burdensome indeed. So instead of actually experiencing architecture in its three-dimensional reality, we do the next best thing: We look at photographs of it.

No one knows better than Ezra Stoller, as he himself makes clear in his commentary accompanying this portfolio, that a building and its printed image are two entirely different things; that is, they trigger one's senses and intellect in entirely different ways. It is thus all the more interesting to consider the remarkable consensus that almost certainly exists among architects on architectural photography; namely, if a photograph of a building is the nearest one can come to understanding it, then optimally that photograph might best be taken by Ezra Stoller.

The explanation for such a refined preference may be gleaned from sampling Stoller's work in this issue. Or, of course, from any of the thousands of his photographs published in American and foreign periodicals over the years since 1938, when he earned his first fee as a professional photographer of architecture.

Stoller brings an occupational overkill of attributes to his work. No major figure in his field has worked harder to heighten his professional expertise. But even before photographing his first building, he enjoyed a significant advantage; he was educated to be an architect (though he took his degree from New York University in industrial design). "My assigned advisor was Ed Stone," he recalls, "but he never came around."

Yet it is neither his technical proficiency nor architectural acuity, nor even a combination of these, that makes his photography exceptional. Rather it is his judgment, his sense of relative values, given the severe limitations of the architectural photographer's possibilities, that distinguish his work from most others'. "A photographer's responsibility is great to the 99 percent of the people who know a building only through my eyes," says Stoller. "I don't know how successful I am in measuring up to that responsibility, but I do worry about showing an honest view of a building. I'm not that concerned about showing the failures of the building, but to show it from the point of view of what the architect is trying to do."

Stoller was the first in his profession to be given the Architectural Photography Medal by the AIA, in 1961. His career has become doubly significant at today's turning point in the nature and direction of American architecture, inasmuch as the greater part of his work documents the buildings done by the great and near-great form-makers, so called, of the Modern Movement. A Stoller exhibition assembled by the Max Protetch Gallery in New York is comprised of architecture by Wright, Mies, Gropius, Aalto, Pei, Eero Saarinen and others. This exhibition was roundly praised by New York's critics and has recently been given a similar reception at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts.

The views expressed by Stoller on the following pages were excerpted from conversation between him and AM's editor.

—William Houseman
On Seeing Architecture

"I come to a building. It is a new building and I have never seen it before. I have learned over the years that the most serious mistake I can make is to get out my camera and start making photographs.

It is important first to understand the building: to know it, to walk around it, to see how the spaces relate to each other. It is just as important to understand how these spaces relate to their surroundings, how the building acts as an incident in the landscape or city scape.

When I don't try to understand a building but instead start taking pictures immediately, these first pictures are almost always useless. They may be attractive picture postcards, but they have no value for me since they are not useful in the whole sequence of spatial events associated with architecture. I say sequence because experiencing architecture is not a single, static activity.

The visitor to a building enters a space and his antenna are waving. He's conscious of things happening around him, because space is not just a visual encounter. You may hear water splashing somewhere, or the sound of traffic or music or people talking. Because of the way sound reverberates, even a blind person can sense space as something tangible and significant.

I recently visited a house I didn't like at first, even though I realized it was quite sensitively designed. Later I saw that the architect was very skillful in how he led you along: there was remarkable light and suddenly, after coming up to the main living level, you discover an atrium; and within the atrium there is a waterfall which fills the whole place with sound. The interior has many natural wood surfaces, and you are able to smell the wood. Since it is a Japanese house, you take off your shoes. You immediately feel the difference between the polished wood floor and textured tatami. All of these things work on you. They add up to a quality of life carefully orchestrated to capture all of the senses."

Louis Kahn
Salk Institute for Biological Research, 1977
La Jolla, California
Eero Saarinen
Terminal Building, Dulles International Airport, 1963
Chantilly, Virginia
On the difference between a photograph and the real thing

"What I am trying to do is to reduce a three-dimensional experience to a two-dimensional piece of paper. But as a photographer, I know this is almost impossible to do.

Writing, by contrast, is different. Writing is successful when it takes the abstract or the general and brings it home to a person in terms of his own experience. Such writing really makes the person feel and understand what the writer is talking about.

A photograph is just the opposite. It will show you a specific situation, and if it's a great photograph it will make a general statement. Somebody once said to me in jest, 'A word is worth a thousand pictures.' Then he challenged me. 'War,' he said. 'Show me a picture that says war.' I remembered, as many would, the photograph of the little Chinese baby, bloody and crying, sitting in the midst of devastation by some railroad tracks. A very specific situation that makes a vast general statement. So it is with all great pictures.

In architecture, I don't believe you can think in terms of individual pictures. If it is a great work of architecture that you are photographing, no single photograph will capture that greatness. One can do a good job for a particular space, if the viewer is interested in that space. But it will be a limited and limiting experience.

I have been criticized for showing buildings to their best advantage. My response is always that I am not inter...
interested in failures. I am interested in progress. I am concerned with showing how an architect succeeded in doing what he wanted to do. The fact that he didn't succeed entirely may be due to many factors, but they are not important. Actually, the great architects succeed more often than the lesser ones because, for one thing, they are just more damned persistent. And, always, they are highly intelligent. But even among the great ones there are sometimes conditions under which they don't make it.

Among all of the buildings Frank Lloyd Wright has done, some just didn't work out. And yet I have never seen anything he did that failed to make a statement to me, that did not somehow offer a possibility to me as a photographer. These included buildings he'd given up on, buildings the client had ruined by covering the windows or planting stuff in the wrong places. I believe it's important to ask yourself, 'What was the guy trying to do?' The fact that you know there's an underground spring below one corner that caused the building to settle, or that the roof leaks—that's not important to me as a photographer of architecture. Nothing is ever a one hundred percent success. I've walked jobs with some gifted architects who would point out the mistakes and how they would do things differently again.
On houses

"People who are overly sensitive to the social aspects of housing keep saying the individual house, free-standing with space all around it, is fast becoming an anomaly. They say the world is too crowded to house families in single buildings. We have also heard architects, some of them smart enough to know better, say, 'The house is no longer pertinent.'

I believe they are wrong, because a house is really a measure of a person's aspirations. If given a choice, I think almost anybody would rather live in an individual house than in a tenement, or a multi-story apartment building.

As far as the architect is concerned, the house is the basic challenge, just as the chair is the furniture designer's basic challenge. The houses an architect designs are always a key to his outlook, his point of view, because everything he has to say he can say in the design of a house. And how many ways are there to design a house? As an architectural statement, the house has little or nothing left to say that hasn't been said before. So the architect tries to say what's already been said a little differently. I find it terribly interesting to see how various designers solve the same problem. The house is a useful standard of measurement, because I don't think there has ever been an architect who hasn't started out, or hasn't wished to start out, by designing one. As an exercise, it is to the architect what the female nude is to the artist.

Designing a house is a tremendous responsibility, es-

Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer
Chamberlain Cottage, 1940
Wayland, Massachusetts
cially when you don’t have the disciplining influences of a client. I know any architects who have one rather awful houses for themselves. Mies never built himself a house. The furniture he sat in was just the most old-fashioned over-stuffed kind of furniture you can imagine. He may have had one or two of his chairs round, but I don’t think he ever used them. Eero Saarinen never built a house for himself.

Oh, sure, Wright built the Taliesins, but he never finished them. He was rebuilding them until the day he died. Correcting and changing. As I walked around his places with him, he was honest enough to point out places where he’s failed, things that would have to be re-done. He never did anything for himself that was as successful as Falling Water, although he couldn’t design anything without making it a real statement.

Of course, different architects worry about different things. In general, modern architects have tried to solve each problem as they come to it, when in fact the really successful building details are a synthesis of years and even centuries of trial, error and experience. I am amazed at how much we can learn from a traditional house. I built our own family house and all of the details were devised by me. Later I began to see how much better it would have been if I’d just been satisfied with traditional details—and the reasons for those details. Right now, we have a hard time heating it, keeping it dry. In a traditional house, all such problems are solved.”

Louis Kahn
Bernap Post house, 1966
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
I. M. Pei
Tandy house, 1970
Texas
Richard Meier
Smith house, 1967
Connecticut
On people in photographs

"I have often been criticized for photographing spaces without people. I have been told, 'A space must have people. If it doesn't, it doesn't mean anything.' This, I believe, is one of those journalistic biases that ignores the nature of photography. The photograph is not reality. The minute you put a person in a photograph, that person becomes the center of interest. If there is a super graphic in a setting, that becomes the center of attraction—even though you might not pay it the slightest attention if you were actually present in the scene captured in a photograph. Your eye might pass it by in preference for something more exciting, possibly the space itself.

Space is the important ingredient. And if it's a good space, it should have scale. Of course, there are settings which do need people when you are photographing because of a very unfamiliar scale. Even in photographs, the eye will do things you are not conscious of; it will pick up a window or a chair or doorway and immediately give the scale away.

While you are most often better off to photograph a space without people, some architecture is meant to be populated at all times. The new East Wing of the National Gallery in Washington is such a place. It's an entirely theatrical experience, with people constantly moving about every which way. Paul Rudolph is very good at designing theatrical settings. I would like to see someone give him a shopping mall to do. He could make an exhilarating experience of going shopping, which is what it should be.

The people in a photograph are much more distracting than they would be in the actual photographed setting. It's like the difference between a person who wears a hearing aid and one who doesn't. When a person wearing a hearing aid enters a crowded room, it's bedlam because the hearing aid is not selective. The person who doesn't wear a hearing aid can be quite comfortable in the same room, because...
selects and listens to the sounds he wants to hear, and that's the way it is with a photographed. Unless you have a big, powerful space in which the movement and the stilt of people is integral to that space's purpose, people tend to get in the way. When people intercept your view, say, a living room or a sequence of several rooms, you not only become concerned with them but also begin to wonder about them. The viewer is a woman, I'll wonder about the any hairdo or slightly out of fashion dress.

A dated photograph can be devastating in a magazine feature, of course, but in the long run it shouldn't bother you. I think some of the photographs I most enjoy looking at are those in the old books that used to lie around in architects' offices. They were source material for Venetian palazzos and such. The exposures were so long that everybody moved and you couldn't make out anything except the backs of the men who were standing in the pisseoirs.”

On LeCorbusier

“Before I went to Ronchamp to make some photographs for the Museum of Modern Art, I asked Corbusier if he would help by making arrangements for me. He said he would not help me in any way, unless the Museum bought at least one or two of his paintings. I thought this was terribly interesting. Here was LeCorbusier wishing to be known as a painter. Most painters I know would like to be known as architects.”

LeCorbusier
Notre Dame de Haut, 1955
Ronchamp, France
On the great form-makers

“What are the common characteristics of great architects? I say they will vary with the times, because at certain points in history we are ready for certain things. We were ready in the early part of this century—apparently because of the patterns of society and the development of significant building techniques—for a whole new series of forms to express those patterns and techniques. Certainly no individual artist can shape the times. The best one can do is give form to the forces of the times, and those forms in turn express the forces.

So the great form-makers came along. They were influenced by the emerging forces. The great ones were Wright, LeCorbusier, Mies, Louis Kahn, maybe, and Aalto. Aalto was probably the most humanistic of the group. He never allowed himself to be completely taken in by the formalism of the so-called International Style.

Now if what the great form-makers create is valid, it will be responded to by the contemporary architects. And the manner in which they respond will communicate whether they truly understand the implications of these forms; that is, what’s behind them, or whether they, the architects, are merely titillated by the forms as such.

We all remember when everybody was doing arches. And vaults. A measure of how successful the imitation of such forms may be is simply how well they solve a particular problem with an appropriate solution. We sometimes forget that you can somehow live in almost any kind of a building. The human being is almost infinitely adaptable. He can even live with a rather ridiculous contrivance called false teeth in his mouth. You can’t be much more adaptable than that.

Sometimes the architect is superficially excited by the new forms. They become fashionable. But no matter how little they may be understood as they are exploited, the history of an era is always shown through the product of the forces that animated it. And we ultimately come to the end of an era; most agree that the era

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Philip Johnson
Seagram Building, 1958
New York City
great form-makers is now
beginning. What should happen
theoretically at this point is
the arrival of a consensus
at the statement has been
reached. In short, the direction
has been pointed out as to
the various economic,
structural, material and
other requirements are to be
resolved.

There is no question, for
example, that the skyscraper
for better or worse, a
structure supporting a curtain
wall. It now happens that
the glass wall is out of re
so you get a metal wall
a panel wall. But it is still
a curtain wall. The forms
have been completed.

Embedded in the history of
the era now ending are not
only architectural forms but
also those of the freer, less
constricted art forms.

I suspect that the first of
them to set off the Twentieth
Century forces was poetry.
James Joyce and others.
Then came painting: ab­
stract expressionism. And
then probably music. Archi­
tecture, which is a heavily
constricted, loaded-down
cultural medium, may just
now be entering the scene
where James Joyce and po­
etry came in a half century
ago.

Maybe post-modernism is
it—the new thing! I hope
not, but who is to say I am
right in my insistence on or­
der and sensibility? What is
order? What is sense?"
On Frank Lloyd Wright

"Frank Lloyd Wright wanted to be known as a great universal thinker and a fine musician. He played a rather heavy-handed piano and claimed that the music he played was all of his own composition. It sounded vaguely Wagnerian. He was also very fond of the cello. One way you could always get into Taliesin, and even gain a scholarship, was if you happened to be a cellist.

His feeling for music was genuine. There were some terrible winters at Taliesin, before they even had Taliesin West, when the Wrights were having such a tough time that they couldn’t buy enough coal to keep the place heated. I believe he was doing the original Johnson Wax project, but they were freezing. He finally got a big check and immediately went out and bought a piano. He would sit at it and make noises.

But, of course, he truly felt that architecture was the Mother Art, and that everything else served it. He was a great architect, but he could have been a great anything—and he knew it.

‘You know, I could have been a doctor, don’t you, Ezra?’ he once remarked. ‘Nothing to that. So many of these doctors are fools just interested in making money. If I were just interested in making money, I could have made all of the money in the world. Isn’t that right?’

‘Yes, Mr. Wright.’ And I believed him, because he was the only certified genius I ever worked for, or with, or observed. He taught me very early, despite what he told everybody else, that the difference between the genius and everybody else is that..."
genius 'just goes on and on' when everybody else would have settled for a long time ago. The genius ultimately settles, too, he's never satisfied. The point of satisfaction, where finally settles, is 'way up there, very high above everybody else. And it is a very lonely place, because there is nobody up there one criticism you can sit. That's why Wright was arrogant. He'd look around and see these things, these opportunities, all around him—completely missed. And he knew that he could have done fantastically better. But this great arrogance, I feel sure, was also a pose with him. Nobody's that arrogant!

When I was alone with him, I used to wonder. One evening we sat there. He had come back from England, where he'd been given this medal. The Queen had congratulated him. Well, it was absolutely contrary to everything he stood for. Yet he was so proud. What sort of insecurity, I wondered, drives this man? And so it is with architects."

Frank Lloyd Wright
Guggenheim Museum, 1959
New York City
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AT LAST, THE MIDWEST'S PREFERRED PRIME WINDOW IS AVAILABLE FOR COMMERCIAL REPLACEMENT PROJECTS!

A top rated prime window... matched to a quick-to-install pan system. It adds up to the most energy-efficient replacement window on the Market!

And that's only the beginning... you can choose from several ventilating styles... 'fixed' styles... a fully-insulated spandrel panel... all with a conductive "U" value of .43 and better!
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THE GERKIN COMPANY
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Versatile. Tough. Permanent. Reliable. That's why plaster is a major design feature of this attractive building.

Outside, the architect chose Minne-Wall exterior wall system for three upper floors. Steel stud frames faced with Styrofoam, fabricated off site, received full thickness cement plaster stucco. Crews applied a thin coat of the same material to poured concrete and masonry at the ground floor, then sprayed a white medium-dash stucco finish to all surfaces. Inside, partitions and ceilings are veneer plaster, selected because this hard finish resists damage from wheelchair traffic.

Plasterers also sprayed fireproofing to structural steel members.

The Building Is A Fountain

Two years ago, the Winona County Historical Society asked Ellerbe, Associates, Inc., to design a Mississippi River Interpretive Center which would re-establish Winona's focus on the river. Historically, the Mississippi had been central to the life of the city as a transportation corridor, power source and a focal point for the city's social life. The program called for an interpretive center which would not only symbolically express the relationship between Winona and the Mississippi, but provide a hands-on education in the geography, history, biology, economy and culture of the upper Mississippi River basin.

Ellerbe Associates held an in-house competition to select a design for the $5.1 million dollar project, the result of which is now under construction. The city's relationship to the Mississippi is emphasized by using river water to cool the new facility. Water from the river below will be pumped onto the steeply-pitched roof where it will cascade forward into a reflecting pool in front of the building. Thus the entire structure will become a public fountain. The dead air space immediately beneath the roof will be cooled by the water and circulated throughout the Center. Similarly, during the winter months, solar gain through the roof will provide warm air for heating. The plans for the Interpretive Center also call for the development of wind generators to be located north of the building and a hydroelectric generator on the river.
The first phase of construction includes the reflecting pool and the building foundation and will be completed this summer. The second phase will begin once the Winona County Historical Society is assured of adequate funding.

Wood Will Heat New School

A silo on a school site? That is part of the plan for a new Bemidji Middle school now being designed by Hammel Green and Abrahamson (HGA), Inc., Minneapolis. The 50’ by 25’ silo will be one component of a wood-burning boiler to be installed for heat generation—the second of its type in a Minnesota school. The silo will be a poured concrete structure, clad with a brick finish.

Project architect, Kurt Rogness, AIA, and HGA is pleased at the potential savings for the school in fuel costs. According to Rogness, the cost of installing the system is estimated at $438,000, with an estimated payback period of six to eight years. A local plant will provide the wood chips for $6 a ton—the cost of delivery. During light times, the wood-burning boiler will be supplemented by a gas or oil-fired boiler.

Minnesota Energy Agency assistant director, Ron Vines, worked with the school district to determine the practicability of a wood-burning system for the middle school. He said the model for the Bemidji system is a wood-burning boiler which has been operating for the past three seasons at a Grand Marais...
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school. He said the Grand Marais boiler is functional but not very pretty and described the HGA design as a "Cadillac."

Visnes said he does not think the wood-burning boiler will contribute to pollution in the Bemidji area. "A well-designed boiler running at full ad will burn the stuff pretty efficiently," he said.

The Bemidji Middle School is scheduled to be completed in August, 1982.

Kansas Wants a Fence

Fencing in the prairie is nothing new, but this time the purpose is to recreate its wildness rather than domesticate it.

The Grassland Heritage Foundation is raising money to build ten miles of fence around sections of the Konza Prairie Research Natural Area in the Flint Hills of eastern Kansas. According to Ally Delwiche, the executive director of the Foundation, the fences will enclose study sites where biologists will compare the effects of cattle grazing with the effects of the native grazers—buffalo, and antelope—on the prairie.

Tallgrass prairie once covered 30,000 square miles of the Midwest, including western Minnesota. Much of it was plowed under by the pioneer settlers, who found the soil ideally suited for growing corn and soybeans. What is now the Konza Prairie Research Natural Area was a cattle ranch and had never been plowed when the Nature Conservancy purchased it in 1975 as part of its efforts to preserve areas of natural diversity. Its 8,616 acres represent a significant portion of the remaining tallgrass prairie. The Nature Conservancy supplied the land to Kansas State University (KSU) for ecological research and education.

Dr. Lloyd C. Hulbert, a biology professor at KSU, is directing the Konza Prairie research. According to Dr. Hulbert, the primary reason for introducing the native grazers is to return portion of the tallgrass prairie to as close to its "pre-settlement condition" as possible.

"By comparing the differences we hope to find out why the prairie has been self-sustaining over a long period of time. Some agricultural fields have been ruined in twenty, fifty and one hundred years. I think by learning more about the natural support systems we can use those principles to improve management of human support systems," Hulbert said.

So far, $59,000 has been raised—
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We’ve taken the guess work out of leasing fine art for your office space at C.G. REIN GALLERIES. Today art means more than beauty to business; it’s an investment! By leasing the right work, you can create the corporate image you’d like to project from your lobby to your boardroom, for just 1.5% per month of its price. At last...an investment that will enhance your image, your environment and your mood, yet still can be written off as a business expense. Make it easy on yourself. Call our fine art consultants today, we’re a phone call away.

C.G.REIN GALLERIES • 3646 WEST 70TH STREET • EDINA, MINNESOTA • (612) 927-4331
about half the amount needed—to purchase the fence. Those interested in this research can contact Delwiche at the Grassland Heritage Foundation, 5450 Buena Vista, Shawnee Mission, Kansas, 66205.

Spec Office Building to Use the Sun

Passive solar energy considerations have shaped the design of a new office building now under construction in Brooklyn Park, Minnesota, at the intersection of Interstate 94 and Boone Avenue North. It is the first building to go up in Northland Park, a 375-acre commercial industrial park.

To capitalize on the southern orientation of the site, M. Thomas Hall Architects of St. Louis has designed a triangular building with a substantial amount of glass on its southeast and southwest sides. The north side will be most fortress-like with a minimum number of windows facing the winter winds.

One of the building's more striking features is a great sloping glass "skywall" on the south facade. It will cover an interior atrium running the full 360' width of the building. Every office unit will open directly onto it.

"We've tried to include in its design some basics of building that we've always known, but frankly forgot about during the period of cheap energy," Hall said. "There is certainly nothing exotic about orienting a building to the sun, trying to shelter the interior from the cold and the wind, and introducing as much natural light as possible into the interior."

Hall added that these basic elements of passive solar design will be combined with energy-saving heating, ventilating and air conditioning systems.

Completion of the building is scheduled for early summer, according to James Stuebner, president of Northland Development Company, the owner and general contractor for the project.

Does business stress cause high blood pressure?

Stress on the job is a real problem for most of us. Many people think high-pressure jobs cause high blood pressure.

Scientists and doctors aren’t sure if stress causes high blood pressure. But one thing is for sure: anybody, no matter how they react to stress, can have high blood pressure.

If you have high blood pressure you can control it—with medication, weight control, less salt, and whatever else your doctor tells you to do every day.

No matter what you do for a living, keep on living.

High blood pressure. Treat it and live.
Granite.
Not-so-pedestrian plazas for pedestrians.

Granite is the elite paving material for plazas, walkways and mall areas where a combination of beauty, durability and ease of maintenance is required.

Granite is a natural building material and it naturally complements the landscaping portions of your architectural design. A wide selection of features including fountains and seating areas are available to enhance the overall appearance of your project.

For more information, plus a packet of full color literature illustrating our products in use, call (612) 685-3621 or write to the address below.

Cold Spring Granite Company, Dept. F
202 South 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320

Midwest Architects Named New AIA Fellows

Twelve architects from the Upper Midwest were invested into the College of Fellows of the American Institute of Architects at the recent AIA national convention in Minneapolis.

To be selected, an individual must be a member of the AIA for a minimum of ten years and have made a significant contribution to the profession in an area such as architectural practice, the science of construction, design, education, historic preservation, public service, research or urban design. Except for the Gold Medal, it is the highest honor bestowed by the Institute.

The following twelve architects are among ninety-one honored this year: Stanley N. Allen, Chicago, IL; John D. Bloodgood, Des Moines, IA; Roger Diamant, Chicago, IL; Richard Faricy, St. Paul, MN; Curtis H. Green, St. Paul, MN; Andrew L. Heard, Chicago, IL; Thomas H. Hordie, Jr., Minneapolis, MN; Bernard Jacob, Minneapolis, MN; Rudard A. Jones, Urbana, IL; Charles F. Murphy, Jr., Chicago, IL; Douglas F. Schroeder, Chicago, IL; and Rodney H. Wright, Osseo, IL.

The members of the jury who selected the 1981 Fellows included chairman Ehrman B. Mitchell, Jr., FAIA, Philadelphia; H. Samuel Kruse, FAIA, Miami; Arch R. Winter, FAIA, Mobile, AL; Hugh Newell Jacobsen, FAIA, Washington, D.C.; Whitson W. Cox, FAIA, Sacramento; Sarah P. Harkness, FAIA, Cambridge, MA; and, Lorenzo D. Williams, FAIA, Minneapolis.

Arts Grants Announced

On May 14, the Metropolitan Council approved $112,996 in grants for 28 arts projects in the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area. The awards were based on several criteria: the merit of the project or service, its artistic quality, the artist's ability to accomplish the project, and a demonstrated need for it.

The following projects received funds: Minneapolis: ArtSpace Reuse Project, Inc., $4,500; At the Foot of the Mountain, $5,000; Brass Tacks Theatre Collective, $2,548; Forecast Gallery, $6,000; Illusion Theater, Hennepin Center for the Arts, $1,355; Indian Music Society, $2,548; Pasticcio Dance Ensemble, Inc., $2,385; Pat Mortarity Quartet, $930; Performers' Ensemble, $5,000; Pillsbury-Waite Neighborhood Services, $4,750; Sforzando Ensemble, MacPhail Center for the Arts, $6,000; Theatre de la Jeune Lune, $4,740; University Community Video, Inc., $3,522; and, Womanswork, $5,100.
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- Stock panel sizes up to 4" x 12"
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Help Make Solar Energy Use A Reality

Join the Minnesota Solar Energy Association

For information about our activities and accomplishments, call or write:
Tom Gonser
4800 Martin Drive
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
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Each PDCA Contractor
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- Is bonded and insured
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Painting and Decorating Contractors of America
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Solar Energy Course Planned

The Department of Energy's Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) is conducting a week-long solar energy course August 17-21 in St. Paul. It will cover the design, engineering, and economics of passive and active solar heating and cooling, as well as energy conservation.

Participants will gain the technical background essential for designing energy efficient systems for commercial scale buildings.

The course is designed for architects, engineers, planners, and facility project managers of federal agencies.

For further information concerning registration and fees, contact the Conferences Group at the Solar Energy Research Institute, 167 Cole Blvd., Golden, Colorado, 80401. The phone number is (303) 231-1861. SERI encourages pre-registration due to limited space.

Editorial oversights

We regret that photographer Shin Koyama inadvertently was not identified in the April/May issue for his cover photograph of the University of Minnesota Law School.

As unfortunately happens so often in the architectural press, Baker Associates were not identified in the April/May issue as the firm commissioned by Investors Deversified Services, Inc., to design the IDS Center. It was they who invited the Johnson/Burgee firm to associate with them on the project. Additionally, the four-direction IDS skyway system was an original concept of Baker Associates.
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Master control panel at Salt Creek Sewage Treatment Plant.
Complex electronic control systems—as small as medical monitoring units—as average as printing presses—as large as million gallon per hour treatment plants—installed, 'bug' free.
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I expressed the fond hope in this space last issue that Architecture Minnesota readers and advertisers would approve of our new graphics and editorial format. Little did I imagine the wellspring of enthusiasm just waiting to be tapped!

The compliments have reached flood stage; indeed, they are so flattering as to suggest a conspiracy has been mounted just to make us feel good. Of course, I expected that our architect friends would find a kind word for our efforts. But by no stretch could I have foreseen the remarkable range of people and interests represented in our tall stack of congratulatory messages.

For example:

- The news director of a leading metropolitan radio station writes: "Your April/May edition is one of the finest magazines ever to have crossed my desk."
- An influential Minneapolis columnist devoted an entire column to Architecture Minnesota, writing (among other glowing remarks), "It is something of a model for professional journals in the simple clarity and pleasing grace of its descriptive prose."
- A professor of art history from the U. of California declared, "It's a beautiful issue, and it does a wonderful job of presenting much of the current architectural scene in Minnesota."
- An AIA executive director from the South writes: "I had to write you about what a great magazine it is."
- The publisher of a Twin Cities area magazine writes: "Your last issue is a great leap forward for the local journalism community."
- A Twin Cities TV executive remarked at a local civic meeting, "AM clearly competes with the best national publications and is the finest of our regional publications."
- An executive from one of the Fortune 200 companies called to order copies for their employees and expressed interest in ordering more to augment their corporate relocation program in this area. Subsequently, nearly a dozen other major Twin Cities corporations have followed suit.
- An insurance executive who is also a history buff subscribed to AM, explaining, "I consider your analysis of historical issues in the State of Minnesota far and away the most complete I've seen."

These heart-warming sentiments are but the smallest sample of both the spectrum of our well-wishers and the size of our pile of fan mail.

To all of you who have complimented us, may I express our entire staff's deep appreciation, together with our cordial invitation to keep reading Architecture Minnesota.

James P. Cramer
Publisher
A city built by Prestressed Concrete Inc.

Minneapolis or St. Paul could very easily be built entirely of Prestressed Concrete, Inc. systems and materials. The idea is not only possible; its practical.

In more than 29 years, Prestressed Concrete, Inc. has supplied its unique systems and materials for every imaginable type of structure, large and small throughout the Twin Cities and surrounding area. The names of those buildings illustrated are just a few of hundreds of structures. Practically every industry classification you can think of has structures built by Prestressed Concrete, Inc. Even freeway bridges, churches, liquor stores, apartments and jails were constructed of Prestressed Concrete, Inc. components.

The advantages are obviously simple: precasting concrete is faster, less expensive and more often than not, aesthetically better than conventional, on-site building methods. Prestressed Concrete, Inc.'s efficiently controlled production facility is your assurance of quality at the right price. These advantages and the Prestressed buildings themselves, have stood the test of time.

So, why not a city built entirely by Prestressed Concrete, Inc. Think about it. If you're a businessman, architect, engineer or contractor planning a large or small building, think of Prestressed Concrete, Inc. Our building consultants will be happy to review your requirements at no obligation, with you. Call now.

The Thoughtful Designer will specify:

Prestressed Concrete, Inc.

6755 Highway 10 N.W. • Anoka, Minnesota 55303 • (612) 421-8900
"Mini-brick" makes full-size contribution to church

IT LOOKS LIKE BRICK, it feels like brick. It is brick. And it’s "laid" by a tile-setter (ceramic, that is). Contributing to the quiet, tasteful beauty of the new St. Alban's Episcopal Church in Edina is new ½" thick, kiln-fired "mini-brick." More than 2,000 feet of it was specified for the church walls and nave entries by architects McEnery Kraft Birch & Kilgore Inc. Used in lieu of regular face brick on the sheet rock walls, the "mini-brick" installation proved to be both feasible and economical.

Try "mini-brick" for major projects. Prove it to yourself.

David O. Meeker FAIA
American Institute of Architects
1735 New York Ave NW
Washington DC 20006

MINNESOTA CERAMIC TILE INDUSTRY